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it was in the midst of the Great depression, during the early years of 
World War ii, when their names were first engraved into the american 
psyche: superman, batman, Wonder Woman and captain america. 

in the late 1930s through the 1940s, when the american dream may 
have seemed more like an illusion to many, these comic book super-
heroes embodied the hopes of millions of americans suffering from 
loss, starvation and the effects of war. they captivated the minds and 
imaginations of a desperate nation, eager to envision a light at the end 
of dark times – a future that was worth fighting for. 

comics offered just the kind of fantasy we could escape into: heroes 
taking a stand against villainy, helping those who need it most and 
restoring justice to an unjust world. 

but it wasn’t just the fantasy of comic books that captivated our 
attention. superheroes were real people with average jobs and lives: 
Wonder Woman is military secretary diana Prince; batman is business-
man bruce Wayne; captain america is frail u.s. soldier steve rogers; 
and superman is introverted journalist clark kent.

if you’re like me, you probably feel more like clark kent than superman 
– but the bespectacled and ordinary clark kent could find the strength 
to overcome incredible challenges, to rise above his fears and accom-
plish extraordinary feats. 

this notion of heroism – born more than 70 years ago during the Golden 
age of comics – remains alive and well to this day, inspiring one big 
screen blockbuster after another. and the most enduring message of 

the superhero fantasy remains: that the superhero isn’t fantasy at all. 

Heroes exist everywhere, all around us. and the university of Houston 
cullen college of engineering has a superhero lineup that could rival 
any comic book universe.

these heroes – ordinary people who choose to do extraordinary things 
– embody the best qualities we all share as humans: morality, strength 
and a determination to protect the shared values of society. 

they don’t don capes, masks or spandex, but they do have superpowers. 
they are guardians of the megalopolis of Houston, protectors of human-
kind and inventors of tools and technologies that give them 
super-human abilities.

in this issue of Parameters, we introduce you to the everyday superheroes 
who are using the power of science to save lives, make the impossible 
possible, forge a better future and inspire others to do the same. 
 

Warm regards,

Joseph W. tedesco, Ph.d., P.e. 
elizabeth d. rockwell dean and Professor

engineering snaPshots

dean’s letter

harnessing the power  
                       and promise of
harnessing the power  
                       and promise of

data science institute

www.uh.edu/data-science-institute
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engineering snaPshots

15
national 
academy of 
Engineering 
faculty members

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

9 10 11 13 14 15

1) Andrew Veletsos; 2) Dan Luss; 3) Jerome Schultz; 4) James M. Symons; 5) Benton F. Baugh; 6) Charles D. Cutler; 7) John H. Lienhard; 8) Christine A. Ehlig-
Economides; 9) Kaspar Willam; 10) Jamal J. Azar; 11) S.M. Farouq Ali; 12) Andrea Prosperetti; 13) Kaushik Rajashekara; 14) Ganesh Thakur; 15) Birol Dindoruk
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#69
bEst EnginEEring 

sChool in thE nation

peTroLeum chemicaL indusTriaL aerospace eLecTricaL

civiL environmenTaL mechanicaL maTeriaLs biomedicaL

#13 #34 #47 #54 #59

#62 #63 #75 #77 #78

(Source: U.S. News & World Report)

top ranking graduate programs in:

714 b.s.
+
378 m.s.
+
84 ph.d.
= 
1,176
ToTaL

degrees 
awarded in 

2018

4,214
total 

students

1,153
graduate students

3,061 
undergraduate students

+

uh engIneerIng by the numbers
 1377

average sat 
score of entering 
freshman

$26M+
annual research 
expenditures

average annual salary for engineers in Houston, texas 
(Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, May 2017)$104,640

Median entry-level salary1 Mean annual salary2 top 10%3

Aerospace $72,175 $115,300 $162,110

Biomedical $62,170 $92,970 $142,610

chemical & Biomolecular $68,360 $112,430 $169,080

civil $58,838 $91,790 $138,110

computer $72,629 $119,650 $176,900

electrical $67,404 $99,580 $150,340

environmental $58,512 $91,180 $134,060

Industrial/Manufacturing $62,063 $90,340 $130,930

Materials $68,349 $98,610 $149,860

Mechanical $64,695 $91,500 $133,900

Petroleum $93,094 $154,780 $250,000

Subsea $93,829 $106,347 $300,000
1 figures from payscale.com, June 2018
2, 3 figures from national occupational employment 
and Wage estimates, u.s. department of labor, 2017

139
total faculty

2018 average annual salaries in engineering

8
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engineering snaPshots

In the MedIa spotlight    

in an article titled “this uH research center is revolutionizing archae-
ology,” Houstonia magazine shines the spotlight on the university of 
Houston’s national center for airborne laser Mapping (ncalM) and 
its director, ramesh shrestha. the two are responsible for unearthing 
archaeological treasures hidden for centuries.

ncalM, jointly operated by uH and the university of california at berke-
ley, is the only u.s. center of its kind that uses lidar (light detection and 
ranging) technology – laser pulses – to create detailed earth renderings. 
using these lidar-generated maps, ncalM researchers and archae-
ologists worked together to interpret the findings and uncover new 
discoveries, such as the ruins dubbed the “city of the Monkey God” in 
Honduras and the ruins of a megalopolis connected to the Mayan snake 
kings in Guatemala. both of those discoveries generated worldwide media 
attention.

about 3.5 million people in america are living with some 
degree of paralysis related to stroke, multiple sclerosis or 
cerebral palsy. Nature magazine published an article in 
March about scientists developing technological solutions, 
such as neural prostheses or devices that read brain signals 
and help restore movement in paralyzed patients.

the article, titled “the mind-reading devices that can 
free paralyzed muscles,” prominently features Jose luis 
contreras-vidal, professor of electrical and computer 
engineering, for his work to improve prostheses using 
brain-machine interfaces, or bMis. it also mentions his 
role as director of the building reliable advances and 
innovation in neurotechnology (brain) center, a collab-
oration between the university of Houston, arizona state 
university and industry partners. the center is funded by a 
national science foundation grant.

National Geographic explores the brilliance 
and creativity of Pablo Picasso in an article 

titled “How Picasso’s journey from prodigy 
to icon revealed a genius.” a trailblazing, 

legendary artist, Picasso revolutionized the art 
world during his lifetime and continues to awe and inspire to 
this day.

the article mentions Jose luis contreras-vidal, Hugh roy 
and lillie cranz cullen distinguished Professor of electrical and 
computer engineering, who is conducting groundbreaking 
research at the intersection of art and neuroscience.

With funding from the national science foundation, contre-
ras-Vidal studies what happens inside of the brain as individu-
als create and contemplate art. in connection with this ongoing 
research, contreras-Vidal and his team have recorded the 
brain waves of various artists – painters, dancers, chefs and 
musicians – while they created and performed to understand 
unique brain activity. His team has also peered into the minds 
of museum-goers while they viewed art exhibits and children 
while they played the popular computer game “Minecraft.”

Above: Girl with a Mandolin (Fanny Tellier, 1910) by Pablo Picasso

the cullen college’s “lab to Market” video series spotlights the latest 
discoveries and inventions of its professors and students, as well as 
their journeys to take their ideas out of the laboratory and into the 
consumer marketplace.

uH mechanical engineer hadi Ghasemi invented a new adaptive 
anti-icing material inspired by wood frogs, an animal that can freeze 
without dying. after years of testing and perfecting the material, Ghase-
mi and his students are ready to tackle their next challenge – getting 
their product into stores across the country.

“our goal is to put this material on the shelves of stores like Home 
depot so every consumer can buy and apply it themselves,” said 
Ghasemi, who founded the startup company surfellent at the uH 
cullen college of engineering based on his technology.

surfellent’s better than state-of-the-art coatings are able to repel ice for 
at least two years and can withstand critically low temperatures. 

anti-icing surfaces play a critical role in a wide range of industries, 
from transportation to energy. Planes skid off runways, cars slide across 
freeways and frozen power lines cause power failures – all potentially 
catastrophic events caused by ice.

“We have a solution that can address all of these problems and more,” 
said Ghasemi.

Ghasemi and his team are seeking funding to grow surfellent and its 
ability to manufacture the icephobic material.

by the time students graduate from the uH cullen college of 
engineering, they have acquired the skills and training neces-
sary to take on a variety of leadership positions across industry, 
academia and government.

but until then, uH engineering students can be found in 
leading internship and fellowship positions at top companies 
across the city of Houston.

a new video produced by the cullen college’s office of com-
munications showcases three uH engineering students who 
are working their dream jobs while earning their undergrad-
uate degrees.

as seen in Nature Outlook | 08 March 2018

This uh research cenTer 
is revoLuTionizing 
archaeoLogy

Published 
in Houstonia 
Magazine’s 
May 2018 

issue

  |  view more cullen college videos online at youtube.com/uhcullencollege  
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college news

the uH cullen college of engineering is sev-
eral steps closer to landing a spot among the 
top 50 engineering colleges in america.

the latest U.S. News & World Report rankings 
place the cullen college on the list of the 
best engineering schools of 2019. it moved 
up from no. 73 in the year before to no. 69. 
the ranking is shared by clemson university, 
colorado state university, tufts university 
and the university of iowa.

several uH engineering programs also 
earned the distinction of “best engineering 
Program of 2019.” the petroleum engi-
neering program ranked no. 13, chemical 
engineering ranked no. 34, the industrial 
program was no. 47, the aerospace program 
was ranked no. 54, electrical engineering 
ranked no. 59, civil engineering ranked 
no. 62, environmental engineering no. 63, 
mechanical engineering no. 75, materials 
program was no. 77 and biomedical engi-
neering ranked no. 78.

“the uH cullen college of engineering 
is experiencing and celebrating the most 
significant transformation in its history. this 
upward momentum is a testament to the 
quality of our faculty and students,” said 

cullen college celebrates 
largest gradUating class 
in History at spring commencement

by inez hutchinson

nearly 700 world-class uH 
engineers walked across 
the nrG arena stage to 
accept their diplomas at 
the cullen college of engi-
neering spring 2018 com-
mencement ceremony on 
friday, May 11. the proud 
graduates included 463 
bachelor’s, 174 master’s 
and 33 doctoral students.

distinguished chemical engineer Heidi alderman, senior vice 
president of chemical intermediates in north america at basf 
corporation, delivered the keynote address, offering words of 
wisdom and heartfelt career advice to the new engineers.

“every job you have, make it uniquely your own,” she advised. 
“don’t be in a hurry to jump from one job to another. learn the 
job, make it better than the person who had the role before 
you, and find a way to make an impact there however you can.”

biomedical engineering leaders 
converge on uH for 

5th annUal ‘Bme day’
leaders and pioneers in the biomedical engi-
neering (bMe) field gathered at the university 
of Houston this april for the fifth annual “bMe 
day,” hosted by the uH cullen college’s bio-
medical engineering department.

the event, which was held at the uH Health and biomedical sciences 
center, drew renowned speakers from academia and industry, including 
ann tanabe, ceo of bioHouston; celeste fralick, chief data scientist 
at Mcafee; and keynote speakers ted berger, david Packer Professor 
of engineering at university of southern california, and colin brenan, 
founder and chief commercial officer of Hifibio.

“bMe day” also provided senior bMe undergraduate students the op-
portunity to present the results of their capstone projects and network 
with industry professionals, current faculty and bMe graduate students.

Metin akay, founding chair of the uH biomedical engineering 
department, said the purpose of the event is to “support, promote 
and strengthen the biomedical and healthcare engineering research 
and educational programs at uH and across the state of texas.” 

award-Winning ‘Parameters’ Magazine 

takes home crystal award
the uH cullen college of engi-
neering’s biannual Parameters 
magazine earned the amer-
ican Marketing association’s 
(aMa) crystal award for best 
public relations/communica-
tions newsletter. finalists in 
the category included uH’s 
bauer college of business and 
Houston Methodist Hospital.

the aMa crystal awards are 
given to texas’ top marketers 
in categories ranging from print and radio to website design and social 
media.

the cullen college’s office of communications was recognized this 
May at the aMa crystal awards Gala – the largest marketing event in 
Houston, attracting more than 650 marketing professionals from almost 
every industry. 

Joseph W. tedesco, elizabeth d. rockwell 
dean of the uH cullen college. “by 2020 the 
cullen college will be ranked among the top 
50 engineering schools in the country and 
will be known as a premier destination for 
engineering education and research.”

over 4,200 students are enrolled in engi-
neering courses  – 3,061 undergraduates as 
well as 1,153 master’s and doctoral students 
in biomedical, chemical, civil, computer, elec-
trical, environmental, geosensing systems, 
industrial, mechanical and petroleum engi-
neering. the college also offers interdisciplin-
ary graduate programs in subsea, aerospace, 
space architecture, materials, and computer 
and systems engineering.

the university of Houston is a carnegie-des-
ignated tier one public research university 
recognized by The Princeton Review as one of 
the nation’s best colleges for undergraduate 
education. uH serves the globally com-
petitive Houston and Gulf coast region by 
providing world-class faculty, project-based 
learning, high impact research and strategic 
industry partnerships. located in the nation’s 
fourth largest city, uH serves more than 
45,000 students in the most ethnically and 
culturally diverse region in the country. 

other graduation speakers included uH cullen college of engi-
neering dean Joseph W. tedesco; fritz claydon, director of the 
division of undergraduate programs and student success; and 
uH system board of regents member, the Honorable durga 
agrawal.

the cullen college is home to a diverse community of students 
from a wide variety of backgrounds and cultures. Graduates at 
the spring commencement hailed from 43 different countries 
and ranged in age from 20 to 61 years old.

Marco esteban avendano lopez was the youngest graduate 
to earn his degree. lopez, age 20, graduated summa cum 
laude with a bachelor’s degree in petroleum engineering. at 
61-years-young, keith c. lancaster earned his doctoral degree 
in electrical engineering – his third degree from the cullen col-
lege. He received both his bachelor’s and master’s in electrical 
engineering in the 1990s. 

named one of the 

best 
engineering 

schools 
in the nation

by rashda Khan

uH engineering rises in 

U.s. news 
rankings

toP 50 By 2020
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hoUston news

after years of planning and anticipation, the university of 
Houston broke ground on its new campus in katy this May. the 
uH katy campus, located at the northeast corner of the Grand 
Parkway and interstate 10, will offer programs in high demand 
throughout the region – engineering and nursing. 

“if you’re going to be university of Houston, you have to own 
Houston and the greater Houston area,” said renu Khator, 
chancellor and President of the university of Houston system.

the 80,000-square-foot building is slated to open its doors in fall 
2019 as a direct extension of the uH main campus, but sporting 
its own modern look and feel. the flagship campus will offer 
undergraduate programs in computer engineering, construction 
engineering and systems engineering as well as graduate degrees 
in subsea, petroleum, environmental, power systems and corro-
sion engineering.

roughly 600 undergraduate and 480 graduate engineering stu-
dents are expected to enroll at the katy campus next fall. the uH 
cullen college is planning to increase its program offerings at the 
katy campus in direct response to industry and workforce needs 
across the region.university of Houston 

Breaks    groUnd 
on new uh Katy Campus

“Given the demand for engineering talent across the greater Houston
area, the expansion of uH engineering programs in katy is both imper-
ative and inevitable. the city of Houston needs a homegrown work-
force trained to take on the engineering jobs of the future while filling 
in the skill gaps of today,” said Joseph W. tedesco, elizabeth d. rockwell 
dean of the uH cullen college of engineering. “that’s precisely what 
brings us here.”

due to overwhelming demand for engineering programs in the 
area, the uH cullen college began offering courses at the Houston 
community college (Hcc) northwest campus in 2016. More than 15 
graduate-level courses in subsea, petroleum, electrical, environmental 
and mechanical engineering are currently offered at Hcc in katy.

“the cullen college has continued to grow in the katy area thanks 
to the support of our partners at the Houston community college 
northwest campus,” said tedesco. “We are continuing to develop 
a relationship with Hcc, because they will be important to us in being 
successful in offering courses that this community truly needs.” 

if you’re going to be university of 
houston, you have to own houston 
and the greater houston area.
- rEnu Khator, uh prEsidEnt & ChanCEllor

by inez hutchinson

UH supporters and industry leaders gathered to break ground 
at the new UH Katy campus last May

scheduled to oPen Fall 2019
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hoUston news

diving 
deeP 

When it comes to subsea engineering education, the university of houston 
Cullen College of Engineering has a tradition of taking the lead.

With subsea engineering
Program director

to launch uh subsea 
Engineering to new heights

by rashda Khan

Q&a

uH started the country’s first academic 
program in the discipline in 2011 and 
offered the first subsea engineering 
master’s degree in 2012. in 2013, 
the cullen college spearheaded the 
establishment of the Global subsea 
university alliance.

now, seven years later, the subsea 
program is bigger, better and stron-
ger than ever. leading the charge is 
Phaneendra Kondapi, director of the 
program and a renowned pioneering 
instructor in the field. Here he shares 
his thoughts about the direction of 
the field and educating the next gen-
eration of subsea engineers.

PK:  subsea engineering in our context is petroleum engineering, but under 
the sea. it started out maybe 50 feet below the water around 60 years 

back, but now we’re talking about 10,000 feet below the water and 20,000 to 
25,000 feet below the seabed. that’s where we’re trying to bring the oil and 
gas up from and it’s very challenging. in fact, subsea engineering is a multidis-
ciplinary field. it involves mechanical, chemical, petroleum, electrical and civil 
engineering disciplines integrated together.

We’re not talking about rocket science where you can see everything as it 
launches into the sky. You cannot see anything on the ocean floor, so the tech-
nology has to be very precise to avoid accidents. engineers who create these 
technologies and work with subsea systems have to understand and appreci-
ate the dynamic and unique challenges involved in the subsea environment.

What is subsea enGineerinG?
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hoUston news

about Phaneendra KondaPi

With more than 20 years of experience 
managing engineering projects at energy 
industry giants fMc technologies and 
kbr, Phaneendra “Phani” kondapi brings 
a unique and invaluable skillset to his 
role as director of the subsea engineering 
program.

after serving as director of subsea engi-
neering at texas a&M university, kondapi 
returned to uH in 2017 as the founding 
director of engineering programs in katy. 
He is spearheading the expansion of uH 
engineering programs that are in high 
demand in Houston’s energy corridor, in-
cluding petroleum, subsea, civil, electrical 
and environmental engineering.

kondapi, who was instrumental in 
developing the subsea program, also led 
efforts to standardize global subsea ed-
ucation through the university’s Global 
subsea education alliance. one of the 
pioneering instructors in the college’s 
subsea engineering program, kondapi 
began teaching the inaugural “flow 
assurance” course at uH in 2011.

He received the 2013 teaching excellence 
award from the society of Petroleum en-
gineers (sPe) international, which recog-
nizes petroleum engineering faculty who 
have demonstrated innovative teaching 
techniques and creative pedagogy meth-
ods in the classroom. Most recently he 
received both the sPe Gulf coast region 
2017 Projects, facilities and construction 
award and the distinguished achieve-
ment award for petroleum engineering 
faculty.

kondapi holds a b.s. and an M.s. in chem-
ical engineering from andhra university 
in india and a Ph.d. in chemical engi-
neering from tennessee technological 
university. 

why did the UH cullen college

launch the subsea engineering

program?

PK:  the offshore industry has been waiting 
a long time to have such a program in 

the u.s. there was a strong need to develop 
subsea skills in potential engineers and there 
was no such program until the uH cullen 
college of engineering made it a reality in 
spring 2011.

engineers and executives throughout the 
industry helped formulate the curriculum 
and joined the program’s staff and advisory 
board. the university of Houston has become 
a pioneer in subsea engineering education 
and research because of the support from the 
industry. this program, developed by industry 
professionals and taught by industry experts, 
is designed to meet current and future indus-
try needs and requirements.

it started with one course, “flow assurance,” 
in 2011, and has grown into 14 courses over 
the years. in fall 2017, we started offering 
a new course called “Guide to engineering 
data science” and a graduate-level certificate 
in data analytics because, again, there is an 
industry need for them.

in the oil and gas industry, they look at a lot 
of data from each and every aspect. industry 
professionals study data collected during 
seismic surveys to decide where to drill; 
from equipment read-outs to ensure reliabil-
ity, productivity and safety; and during the 
drilling process.

While the courses lean toward subsea engi-
neering in terms of examples and problems 
used, the basics are the same, so any engi-
neer can take the course. all engineers could 
benefit from knowing data analytics.

being in Houston, we’re right in the heart 
of the energy capital, and now we’re also 
offering courses in katy, which is right next 
to the energy corridor, so uH is the school 
best situated to offer a subsea engineering 
program. after all, we are Houston’s energy 
university.

uH is proud to partner with the oil and gas 
industry to create a program that is relevant 
and serves the needs of the industry.

who is the UH subsea 

engineering program geared

toward?

PK:  the program can benefit engineer-
ing students from any discipline 

who want to enter the field as well as work-
ing professionals who want to advance their 
knowledge and skills. We offer a master’s 
degree in subsea engineering and two 
graduate certificate programs.

students can take courses in katy, at the uH 
main campus or online. We are a very flexible 
program.

what’s next for the subsea

engineering program?

PK:  our program is very successful, but the 
industry has changed its direction in 

the last three years and we have to respond 
to that. our curriculum needs to change to 
reflect the industry dynamics and fit the 
current and future needs of the subsea 
market. it’s our responsibility to stay ahead of 
the curve. the subsea engineering program 
prepares students to be industry-ready and 

i’m proud to say we’re the first such 
program to do so.

i want to reach a global audience in terms 
of students and working professionals with 
our offerings – someone sitting in australia 
can earn their degree or certificate with 
our online classes. i also want to partner 
with corporations around the world and 
offer our students more knowledge and 
opportunities.

there are some exciting things we are plan-
ning to include in the program:

We are proposing three new dual master’s 
degrees – petroleum engineering and 
subsea engineering, mechanical engineer-
ing and subsea engineering, and electrical 
engineering and subsea engineering.

We will also add two more graduate certif-
icates to the program – a flow assurance 
certificate and a surf (subsea umbilical 
risers and flowlines) certificate.

and we will offer a subsea engineering 
minor for undergraduates. any under-
graduate engineering student can opt for 
the subsea minor as long as the student 
qualifies for a minor.

all of these should be offered by spring 
2019, pending approval from the university.

i want to make the uH subsea engineering 
program the most relevant, comprehen-
sive, dynamic and robust program in the 

world. and i want to make it available to 
every qualified prospective student across 
the globe.

why should someone consider

earning a master’s degree,

certificate or minor in subsea

engineering from UH?

PK: 1. We are right in the energy capital 
of the World, so our students have 

access to plenty of job and internship 
opportunities.

2. salaries are relatively higher than other 
engineering disciplines.

3. now that the oil and gas industry is 
coming back up and prices are stabiliz-
ing, companies are looking for people 
with knowledge and skills in subsea 
engineering. uH is offering that skillset. 
our subsea engineering graduates are 
prepped to enter and succeed in the 
industry upon earning their degrees.

the subsea engineering minor and certifi-
cates give students an edge when they are 
seeking jobs as fresh graduates. companies 
will prefer them as candidates because it 
means those students already have some 
background knowledge and it’ll reduce on-
the-job training time.

 Uh main   |   katy   |    online
subsea.egr.uh.edu

i want to make the uH subsea 
engineering program the most 

relevant, comprehensive, dynamic 
and robust program in the world.

- phanEEndra Kondapi
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thanks to advances in drilling technology, 
there is enough natural gas in the u.s. to 
last well into next century and beyond. this 
has renewed the idea of using inexpensive, 
domestically produced natural gas as a trans-
portation fuel.

Primarily made up of methane, natural gas is 
a cleaner burning fuel than gasoline or diesel 
when it comes to hydrocarbons and nitrous 
oxides, but the undesired “slip” of unreacted 
methane can reduce that advantage because 
methane is a potent greenhouse gas.

the u.s. department of energy has chosen 
a team led by a uH chemical engineer for a 
$2 million project to develop and optimize a 
lower cost, more efficient catalyst to elimi-
nate unreacted methane.

Michael harold, chairman of the department 
of chemical and biomolecular engineering, 
will work with lars Grabow, associate 
professor of chemical and biomolecular engi-
neering, and researchers from the oak ridge 
national laboratory, the university of Virginia 
and cdti inc., an emissions technology com-
pany based in oxnard, california.

natural gas combustion produces far less 
carbon dioxide than gasoline or diesel com-
bustion. Methane – the primary component 
of natural gas – wasn’t considered a concern 
until recently, partly because it hasn’t been 
associated with the health risks linked to 
carbon dioxide. but it is a much more pow-
erful greenhouse gas than co2, making an 
effective catalyst crucial for wider adoption of 
natural gas vehicles.

a paper about safer batteries made with 
organic materials written by a team of 
researchers at the uH cullen college of 
engineering made the cover of one of the 
world’s most prestigious chemistry journals 
– Angewandte Chemie International Edition, 
published by German publisher Wiley-VcH.

the paper, “tailored organic electrode 
material compatible with sulfide electrolyte 
for stable all-solid-state sodium batteries,” 
is authored by yan yao, associate professor 
of electrical and computer engineering. the 
primary authors of the paper are two post-
doctoral researchers in Yao’s group, Xiaowei 
chi and Yanliang liang.

“it’s gratifying that our paper was selected 
by the editor to highlight,” Yao said. “in this 
work we demonstrated an all-solid-state sodi-
um battery using organic electrode materials 
for the first time.”

the project was inspired by exploding hover-
boards – technically more of a self-balancing 
two-wheeled scooter – from a few years ago. 
Hoverboards are powered by conventional 
lithium-ion batteries, which use a flammable 
liquid electrolyte that can overheat, causing 
the boards to burst into flames. Yao was 
interviewed by Houston’s kHou 11 news on 
this topic in 2015.

Yao and his team have embraced the chal-
lenge of creating better, safer and cheaper 
batteries. the team specializes in the creation 
of next-generation batteries that use abun-
dant, low-cost organic materials. in the 
cathode, the team used quinones – which 
can be synthesized from plants and food like 
maize or soybean – to increase energy den-
sity, chemical stability and overall safety. for 
the anode, they’re using sodium, a material 

Harold, an expert in catalytic reaction 
engineering, said the team will focus on the 
so-called “four-way catalyst,” building on the 
three-way catalysts used with gasoline and 
diesel engines. those simultaneously convert 
nonmethane hydrocarbons, carbon monox-
ide and nitrogen oxides. the new catalyst will 
also convert methane.

a critical aspect of the work is to reduce the 
use of precious metals, lowering the cost. 
traditional vehicle exhaust catalysts rely on 
platinum, palladium and rhodium, which are 
effective but expensive.

the new four-way catalyst will test the use of 
metal oxides containing lower cost elements 
iron, cobalt, copper, manganese, nickel and 
others. those metals are less effective, as well 
as less expensive, and Harold said the design 
may still require the use of a small amount 
of precious metals to meet emission control 
targets. cdti’s spinel™ technology will be 
a key element in developing a new class of 
high-performance catalysts with low levels 
of precious metals for natural gas engine 
emissions control. 

the process is likely to involve the devel-
opment of a new material, work Grabow 
will pursue using atomistic computational 

modeling, while cdti’s steve Golden will lead 
the catalyst development and commercializa-
tion effort.

“the project brings together a significant 
market opportunity with our innovative 
spinel materials, coupled with the state-of-
the-art characterization and testing capability 
of the university of Houston and the other 
key partners,” Golden said.

once a prototype has been synthesized and 
tested with simulated exhaust, Harold said 
it will be tested at the texas center for clean 
engines, emissions & fuels – a research, 
development and testing center based at the 
uH energy research Park.

“We’re working on something that’s import-
ant for the country,” Harold said. “We have 
a surplus of natural gas, and we are helping 
break down barriers for its expanded use.” 

new natUral 
gas catalyst 
Would boost clean 
transportation

by Jeannie Kever

MIcHAel HArold And lArS grABow Are HeAdIng A 
$2 miLLion projecT to develoP A lower coSt, More 

effIcIent nAtUrAl gAS cAtAlySt

     We’re working 
on something that’s 
important for the country.
- MiChaEl harold

that’s more readily available in the earth’s 
crust than lithium.

“i think most people in the battery commu-
nity see these kinds of materials as novel 
materials,” liang said. “We’re proud that we 
can show these materials are not just nov-
elties, but are actually even better than the 
materials we use today. these are materials 
that people should care more about.”

the team is first to make solid-state sodium 
batteries with a demonstrated record of 
recharging stability. While most solid-state 
sodium batteries diminish rapidly after 15 
charging cycles, this new battery has gone 
for about 400 cycles, Yao said.

these solid-state batteries could benefit 
a range of industries including renewable 
energy, transportation and personal electron-
ics. However, Yao expects the new batteries 
will initially be used in high-end products 
like luxury electric vehicles – something that 
could happen in three to five years.

the project was funded by the advanced 
research Projects agency-energy oPen 2015 
and the department of energy’s battery500 
consortium.

other cullen college students who contribut-
ed to the battery development are fang Hao, 
Ye Zhang, Hui dong and Pu Hu.

the team also includes collaborators from the 
university of colorado boulder.

last year, Yao’s group published a techni-
cal breakthrough on aqueous batteries in 
Nature Materials using inexpensive quinone 
materials. to further explore the fundamental 
mechanism in aqueous batteries, Yao teamed 
up with Jahan dawlaty of the university of 
southern california and Puja Goyal of sunY 
binghamton. the team recently received a 
scialog award from the research corpo-
ration for science advancement (rcsa) to 
understand how protons behave within the 
crystalline lattice of organic crystals. 

from exploding Hoverboards to 

tomorrow’s Batteries: 
uH engineering research lands Journal cover
by rashda Khan

learn more 
in Angewandte 
Chemie 
International 
Edition

We’re proud 
that we can show 

these materials are not 
just novelties, but are 
actually even better 

than the materials we 
use today.

- Yanliang liang
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inspired by Hollywood’s 
‘deepwater Horizon,’ 
researcher targets

flames and fireballs as the backdrop for 
personal stories inspired by the accident had 
a big impact on Qianmei (May) Feng, an 
associate professor of industrial engineering.

“We are in Houston, where there’s always 
talk about energy, oil and gas, so i’d been 

thinking about how to apply my knowledge 
and my research in that area for a long time,” 
feng said. “but i hadn’t found that right 
connection.”

feng realized that while risk couldn’t be elim-
inated entirely, it could be mitigated.

feng’s research about failure analysis, 
failure time prediction, reliability modeling 
and maintenance work could be applied to 
drilling equipment that operate in harsh and 
dynamic environments.

“that movie motivated me to dive in deeper 
and think about how we could come up with 
a meaningful grant proposal,” feng said.

the project

Her hard work paid off in the summer of 
2017 when the national science foundation 
awarded feng and her collaborator, Yisha 
Xiang, an assistant professor of industrial 
engineering at lamar university, $627,102 for 
a four-year research project.

feng and her team will work with schlum-
berger, american bureau of shipping and 
General electric to explore equipment fail-
ures in capital-intensive industries, specifical-
ly the oil and gas industry, to come up with 
better models for maintaining equipment 
and reducing failures.

she is excited about applying the team’s 
efforts to real-world data sets.

“Hopefully by using the data we have from 
the industry and mathematical tools, we can 
come up with a solution to help with their 
maintenance decision-making,” said feng, 
who specializes in statistics as well as quality 
and reliability research.

“being in Houston with different connections 
to oil and gas companies, we have the access 
to people in those companies who have 
data and who have domain knowledge,” she 
added.
 

equipment failure in capital-intensive 
industries such as oil and gas has serious 
consequences – from loss of assets and 
production time to environmental impact 
and even loss of life.

the bP deepwater Horizon blowout and oil 
spill of 2010 is often held up as an example 
of catastrophic disaster: 11 people died, 
millions of barrels of crude oil spewed into the 
Gulf of Mexico covering 68,000 square miles 
and innumerable birds and marine animals 
perished.

the devastation and the heroic accounts of 
the survivors of deepwater Horizon inspired 
a movie of the same name in 2016.

sitting in the dark and watching the big 
screen fill with explosions, roiling smoke, 

eqUiPment 
FailUre

i felt like i could 
do something 
important to 
help. We can’t 
eliminate human 
error, so we try our 
best to make the 
equipment as safe 
as possible.

Impact

feng hopes the research project will provide 
insights about:

• How to predict the failure time of equip-
ment from signs of fatigue or other degra-
dation signals so that the problem can be 
addressed before the equipment breaks; 

• When and what preventive action – such 
as an inspection or a part replacement – 
should be taken.

all this information should help achieve 
greater efficiencies and help extend the 
equipment life while creating a safer work 
environment.

there will also be cost savings.

the energy industry invests heavily in high-
cost, long-lived assets – oil fields or power 
plants – with lives measured in decades. as 
such, equipment failure, loss of assets and 
lost production hits the bottom line hard.

investigations show that the majority of 
accidents and economic losses in these in-
dustries were caused by equipment failures, 
feng said.

“We would be making equipment more 
efficient and taking preventive actions in a 
timely manner, which would reduce all the 
related costs,” she said. “instead of fire-fight-
ing and dealing with a critical failure cost, 
they would be dealing with minor inspection 
and replacement costs… so that should dra-
matically reduce the companies’ expenses.”

to feng, a piece of equipment is just like a 
car – one has to maintain it to keep it reliable 
and make it last. she wants companies to 
stop “fire-fighting,” or addressing issues reac-
tively, and instead take proactive measures 
that head off major problems.

“You want to take care of your car before it 
breaks down somewhere,” she said. 

by rashda Khan

the movie motivated me 
to dive in deeper and think 
about how we could come 
up with a meaningful grant 
proposal.

- qianMEi (MaY) FEng

- qianMEi (MaY) FEng
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archaeologists and adventure 
junkies are buzzing about the 
announcement of previously 
unknown ruins of a complex 
Maya settlement hidden for 
centuries amidst the jungles of 
Guatemala.

researchers at the national center for 
airborne laser Mapping, or ncalM, said the 
discovery of tens of thousands Maya struc-
tures (temples and houses), sophisticated 
agricultural systems and other human-made 
features as well as a huge increase in popu-
lation estimates wasn’t the result of luck or 
technological voodoo. it was instead the lat-
est research-based reporting using airborne 
light detection and ranging technology, or 
lidar.

the findings, described in a documentary 
that aired on the national Geographic tele-
vision channel, offer a vivid illustration of 
the ways in which lidar has expanded the 
discipline of archaeology, providing a birds-
eye view of ancient sites that are far more 
difficult to survey on the ground.

UH Researchers Help Archaeologists 
Find the Remains of a 

Maya 
Megalopolis

ncalM is based at the university of Houston 
and jointly operated by uH and the universi-
ty of california at berkeley.

Portions of the ruins showcased in “lost trea-
sures of the Maya snake kings” had already 
been documented by archaeologists when 
the Guatemalan cultural and environmental 
nongovernmental organization fundación 
Patrimonio cultural y natural Maya, or 
PacunM, contracted with ncalM to map 
the region in 2016.

but previous explorations had found only 
pieces of the puzzle. “archaeologists were 
working on the ground in the summers, 
kilometer by kilometer,” said ncalM di-
rector ramesh shrestha. “if the work had 
continued in the classical archaeological 
method, they would not have finished in 
their lifetimes.”

lidar provided a fast and far more compre-
hensive view.

airborne lidar is a remote sensing technolo-
gy used to produce high resolution, three-di-
mensional maps. it works by firing hundreds 
of thousands of laser pulses per second from 
an aircraft flying at a relatively low altitude; 

aired 
tuesday, 
Feb. 6, 
9/8c

by Jeannie Kever

did you know? 
lidar information was 

gathered 

over 

8
days

and 

44
hours of flight, 

covered over 

2,100 
square kilometers

and involved

38 billion
laser pulses

From left: NCALM director Ramesh Shrestha with researchers Darren Hauser, Abhinav 
Singhania and Juan Carlos Fernandez-Diaz 
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While microorganisms like bacteria and fungi 
have coexisted for eons, there is still much to 
discover about them, their interactions and 
the benefits they offer the world.

“i’m an environmental scientist, so i want to 
tap existing natural resources, understand 
them and see how they can benefit us even 
more,” said debora rodrigues, associ-
ate professor of civil and environmental 
engineering at the uH cullen college. “such 
as the microbes that a lot of people don’t 
actually appreciate – 99 percent of microbes 
are doing good things for us and we don’t 
even know about them.”

now, thanks to a research project funded by 
the u.s. department of energy, rodrigues 
will have the opportunity to study bacteri-
al-fungal fundamental interactions in soil.

bacteria and fungi are integral to a healthy 
ecosystem. they can impact plant health, 
development and productivity, breakdown 
of contaminants, soil health, and sustainable 
agriculture and bioenergy production.

rodrigues is part of an international team 
of researchers, including Patrick chain and 
other researchers at los alamos national 
laboratory; Jamey Young of Vanderbilt uni-
versity; and Pilar Junier of the university of 
neuchâtel in switzerland.

a timing device measures the round-trip travel 
time, using that information to create detailed 
topographical maps.

it is used in a variety of applications, including 
archaeology, charting land erosion, mapping the 
sea floor and identifying levees in danger of failing. 
ncalM provides research-quality data for a variety 
of governments, agencies, scientists and private 
users.

the work in Guatemala wasn’t ncalM’s first 
archaeological survey; bill carter, chief research 
scientist and co-principal investigator for the cen-
ter, said ncalM has provided archaeological data 
for about 20 other areas in Mexico and central 
america since 2009.

“little by little, we are putting together a picture 
of how the americas were populated before the 
arrival of the europeans, before columbus,” said 
ncalM senior researcher Juan fernandez-diaz.

the Guatemalan project was the largest archaeo-
logical lidar project ever, covering about 2,100 
square kilometers, or 811 square miles – more than 
one and a half times the surface area of the city of 
los angeles.

for the Guatemala project, the lidar information 
was gathered over the course of eight days and 44 
hours of flight and involved 38 billion laser pulses. 
the plane was equipped with a state-of-the-art 
multispectral titan MW lidar sensor, based on 
specifications requested by ncalM and developed 
by teledyne optech. it can emit up to 900,000 
pulses per second.

once the maps have been produced, ncalM re-
searchers assist the archaeologists in interpreting 
the findings, including distinguishing between veg-
etation and other natural features and those that 
were built by humans, including ancient buildings, 
roads and agricultural systems. the Guatemalan 
project even showed evidence of water manage-
ment systems used by the Maya, carter said.

that interpretation, shrestha said, “is the real 
magic.”

and he said there is more work to be done.

“How the Maya lived, how they interacted, what 
made their civilization disappear… there are more 
contributions to be made from lidar.” 

bacTeria-fungi 
inTeracTion 
May lead to improvements 
in crop Production, sustainable energy

by rashda Khan

“science and engineering people tend to 
look at microorganisms separately and 
don’t actually focus on their interactions,” 
rodrigues said. “We’re looking at a more 
cohesive picture because it’s completely 
interconnected.”

the three-year grant is renewable and total 
funding for the project could add up to $7.5 
million. rodrigues, who will be conduct-
ing related experiments in her laboratory, 
received $508,286 of the funding.

initially the team will be studying recently 
discovered bacteria that live inside fungal 
hosts as well as those that live separately, but 
in close association with each other.

she hopes to ultimately link these bacte-
ria-fungi communities to plants and study 
those relationships.

“We want to understand how these inter-
actions work and then how we can modify 
these functions to improve crop production 
and sustainable bioenergy production for our 
country,” rodrigues said.

“this is a very novel field,” she added. “any 
findings that we get will be very rewarding.” 

How the Maya lived, how they 
interacted, what made their 
civilization disappear… there are more 
contributions to be made from lidar.
- raMEsh shrEstha

99% 
of microbes are 
doing good things 
for us and we don’t 
even know about 
them.

- dEbora rodriguEs
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texas has water issues.
Massive flooding caused by Hurricane 
Harvey nearly drowned Houston and other 
coastal areas. over a year later, many resi-
dents across the Gulf coast are still dealing 
with problems left in the wake of the flood-
waters, such as contamination and damage. 
in West texas, earth-cracking drought threat-
ens the well-being of people and wildlife year 
after year. as the state’s population continues 
to grow, the possibility of water scarcity 
becomes more and more tangible.

researchers all over texas are looking for 
ways to find solutions to these problems and 
stretch this precious resource. three of them 
are university of Houston professors in the 
civil and environmental engineering depart-
ment of the cullen college of engineering.

the texas Hazardous Waste research center 
(tHWrc) awarded the uH professors grants 
totaling $32,650 to encourage alternative or 
innovative technologies that could improve 
the handling of hazardous wastes to better 
protect human health and the environment.

here are 
Their 

projecTs:

   
devin Shaffer

title: enabling reuse of hydraulic Frac-
turing Wastewater through integrated 
Forward osmosis and reverse osmosis 
treatment

amount: $10,500

Water is already tight in texas, and the grow-
ing shale gas development in the barnett 

(near dallas/fort Worth) and eagle ford (in 
south texas) shale plays – two of the largest 
shale formations in texas – are stressing 
limited resources even further, according to 
assistant professor devin shaffer.

“We’re looking at a way to potentially treat 
and reuse some of the produced water within 
the exploration and production framework 
instead of taking additional water,” shaffer 
said.

currently, the large quantities of wastewater 
produced from oil and gas operations are 
injected underground for disposal.

“in oklahoma, disposal of this produced 
water underground has been linked to earth-
quake activity,” said shaffer, who grew up in 
that state and clearly remembers experienc-
ing seismic shifts in his parental home. “it 
was just a quick shake of the house, a sudden 
shifting, but it woke me up… that’s definitely 
a motivator.”

His research lab will build a mathematical 
model of a dual membrane treatment process 
targeting the wastewater from the barnett 
and eagle ford shale regions. shaffer is trying 
to understand the limitations on treating this 
water in terms of water quality as well as the 
efficiency of the treatment process.

shaffer hopes the project will produce an 
economical way to treat and reuse produced 
water, which would make it attractive to the 
oil and gas industry, especially if water stress 
starts making water more expensive or less 
available in water stressed regions where 
they operate.

the tHWrc grant provides critical seed mon-
ey to start studying this area, shaffer said. He 
hopes that as his team better understands 
the process and gains insights, this work 
can lead to further studies, experiments to 
validate the model and further exploration.

“it’s a topic that’s very relevant for texas,” 
shaffer said.

    

cumaraswamy vipulanandan 

title: Multiple cathode Microbial Fuel cell 
(MFc) with integrated nanotechnology 
and solar energy for rapid treating and 
recycling oily and salty Wastewaters 
With the Production of biosurfactant 
(anode chamber) and algae Fuel 
(cathode chambers)

amount: $10,500

Professor cumaraswamy Vipulanandan 
(Vipu), who invented the revolutionary 
“smart cement” designed to make offshore 
drilling and other construction safer, is also 
focusing on treating and recycling most of 
the wastewater produced by oil and gas 
operations and chemical companies.

rapid development of unconventional 
natural gas resources in the deep shale is 
expanding in texas and 28 other states in the 
u.s. with about 35,000 wells hydraulically 
fractured annually, according to Vipulanan-
dan. this fracturing creates large volumes of 
wastewater contaminated with high concen-
trations of dissolved solids (like salt) and oil.

Vipulanandan wants to use the grant to 
develop an innovative multi-cathode mi-
crobial fuel cell (Mfc) device integrated with 
nanotechnology and solar energy to rapidly 
treat the wastewater while producing useful 
marketable byproducts – biosurfactants 
(or soap), algae fuel and bioelectricity. the 
different chambers can hold different waste 
materials.

the project is based on previous uH research 
with promising results where the Mfc 
technology reduced the salt content in the 
wastewater while also producing bioelectric-
ity. until now, the research team has worked 
on a two-chambered Mfc device to rapidly 
treat salty water. the proposed device would 
have four chambers and takes a multidisci-
plinary approach.

Vipulanandan envisions there will be many 
future applications and said the end user 
could be industries, cities and even indi-
viduals.

“at the end of the day, waste is a big problem 
in our lives and you have to treat the waste 
in a cost-efficient way,” Vipulanandan said. 
“basically you have to make the world better 
with your understanding. it takes time.”

   

Bill rixey

title: impacts of alternative Fuels on 
Groundwater contamination and vapor 
intrusion

amount: $11,650

the use of ethanol (or alcohol) in gasoline 
has increased due to america’s renewable 
fuels program, and it comes with a growing 
concern about the potential for increased 
contamination of groundwater when spills or 
leaks happen, according to associate profes-
sor bill rixey.

the tHWrc grant-funded research will focus 
on higher ethanol content fuels than e10, the 
typical ethanol fuel currently in use, because 
the ethanol content in gasoline is expected to 
increase as the future ethanol renewable fuel 
use requirements increase.

experts like rixey expect the content change 
to potentially impact water quality because 
of increases in hydrocarbon concentrations 
and undesirable ethanol-related byproducts 
(such as volatile fatty acids and methane), as 
well as the potential for transport of methane 
and benzene to the soil surface. the gener-
ation of methane – if sufficient amounts of 
ethanol are released – brings the additional 
danger of potential explosions at the surface.

rixey’s research will focus on spills of higher 
ethanol content fuels likely to occur at retail 
service stations. the goal of the study is to 
understand how the higher ethanol fuel 
content affects the release of ethanol into 
groundwater and the formation of byprod-
ucts, the impact on water quality, vapor intru-
sion and the possible risk of explosion.

the end results of the study will not only 
apply to ethanol, but will also be relevant to 
other alcohols being considered as alterna-
tive fuels.

this research is important to understand how 
ethanol impacts soil and groundwater, and to 
establish guidelines for appropriate correc-
tive action for impacted sites. 

soLving Texas-sized 
w Ter probLems: 

one Project at a time
by rashda Khan

You have to make the 
world better with your 
understanding. it takes 
time.

- CuMarasWaMY vipulanandan
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crystal formation is key to fields as disparate 
as drug design, biomedical diagnostics and 
petrochemical production, but significant 
questions remain about how that formation 
begins in the presence of soft materials. a 
chemical engineer from the university of 
Houston has received a $500,000 career 
award from the national science founda-
tion to increase understanding of crystal 
nucleation within polymers and other soft 
materials.

Jeremy Palmer, assistant professor of chem-
ical and biomolecular engineering, uses com-
putational methods to study the early stages 
of crystal formation, before the process can 
be viewed experimentally.

the formation can take time, and small 
crystalline clusters that form within liquids 
don’t always grow into full-fledged crys-
tals. experiments show, however, that the 
presence of other materials such as polymers 
and proteins can change the likelihood of 
crystallization occurring. 

“We don’t fully understand how the pres-
ence of soft materials influences crystalliza-
tion,” Palmer said. a better understanding 
and the ability to control the crystallization 
process could prove helpful in all sorts of areas, 
including biological systems, pharmaceutical 
formulations, water and wastewater treat-
ment plants, he added.

Most soft materials – the category covers a 
range of possibilities, from biological tissues 
to polymers – inhibit nucleation; Palmer’s 
work will rely on a polymer matrix to learn 
more at the molecular level about how the 
materials inhibit or promote crystallization.

uH cullen college electrical engineer rose 
t. Faghih has been awarded $175,000 by 
the national science foundation to examine 
whether wrist-worn wearable devices, like 
fitbits or apple Watches, can be used to peer 
into the brain. she thinks they can.

“decoding brain states using wrist-worn wear-
ables will transform how mental stress-related 
diseases are diagnosed and treated,” said 
faghih. currently to track brain function, 
patients undergo electroencephalogram (eeG) 
testing, in which electrodes are attached to 
the scalp or a cap to measure brain activity. 
the convenience of measuring the brain on 
a smart watch improves the monitoring proto-
col immeasurably, said faghih.

“instead of getting information directly from 
the brain we can use skin conductance data 
collected by a smart watch,” she said.

unlike other wearable technology on the 
market that tracks heart rate as an indicator 
of stress, faghih proposes to measure cog-
nitive brain states related to stress by taking 
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“if you understand the process, you could 
design a polymer matrix to help precipitate 
a compound,” a key to drug development, 
he said. in other cases, such as in processing 
biological tissues, stopping crystallization is 
important to avoid damaging the sample.

nsf career awards are granted to highly 
promising junior faculty members who 
exemplify the role of teacher-scholars 
through “outstanding research, excellent 
education and the integration of education 
and research.” in addition to their research 
component, they also require educational 
outreach.

Palmer has proposed to continue his cur-
rent outreach to students in kindergarten 
through high school, as well as to devise 
new outreach projects. He also will create 
a short course for graduate and undergrad-
uate researchers addressing one of the 
hottest issues in science – whether findings 
by one research group can be reproduced by 
another.

the class will cover proper documentation 
and other steps to encourage reproducibility.

“it’s a huge issue,” he said. “eighty percent of 
the work out there is not reproduced to the 
extent it should be.” that may be due to a 
relatively simple error – forgetting to include 
a step in the process, or making a typo in 
computer code – but it is key to significant 
research.

“if it can’t be reproduced, it’s not science,” 
Palmer said. 

a sparkLing career: 
uH engineer Wins nsf career award to study crystal 
formation 

by Jeannie Kever

stock of skin, examining skin conductance 
data for arousal and cortisol data for fatigue. 
arousal, in this sense, refers to activation 
and is a major component of an emotional 
response.

“With our measurement of cortisol we could 
see that a patient is at risk of developing 
chronic fatigue syndrome before it occurs, 
for example. this way instead of waiting to 
go see the doctor, the patient would have in-
formation that they need to be seen sooner,” 
said faghih.

Stress is skin deep

in familiar scenes played out wherever people 
exist, intimidating moments occur – perhaps 
when your boss calls you into their office, or 
a principal asks you to come talk about your 
child – stressful scenarios that trigger your 
skin to develop the tiniest sheen of perspi-
ration. that symptom of the body’s fight or 
flight response signals a change in the skin’s 
electrical conductivity and provides a window 
into the brain’s state of emotional arousal.

faghih is developing the signal processing 
algorithms, or infrastructure, for a wear-
able device that would recognize the skin’s 
reaction and interpret it.

“i’m building a navigation system for the 
brain. We can collect data from smart 
watches seamlessly to understand activity in 
the brain with wearable machine-interface 
(WMi) architectures related to mental stress 
and their potential applications for tracking 
fatigue and arousal states,” said faghih.

faghih says the technology would not 
necessarily have to indicate medication as a 
solution but could add simpler measures, like 
relaxation techniques, into the mix.

“for example, if the data indicates they need 
to relax, maybe their phone could begin to 
play relaxing music or automatically call a 
loved one for support,” said faghih. 

wearabLe 
TechnoLogy 
to track brain, Predict illness

by laurie FicKMan

From left: Rose Faghih and students Rafiul Amin and Dilranjan Wickramasuriya 
are decoding whether wearable devices can detect mental illness

roSe fAgHIH 
IS BUIldIng A 
navigation 
system for the 
brain to detect 
And trAck 
MentAl 
StreSS

if it can’t be reproduced, 
it’s not science.

- JErEMY palMEr
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a cullen college of engineering professor 
who is working to improve treatments for 
battling cancer received a grant from the 
cancer Prevention & research institute of 
texas (cPrit), the organization that funds 
groundbreaking cancer research and preven-
tion programs in the state.

cPrit awarded $1,173,420 to navin varada-
rajan, associate professor of chemical and 
biomolecular engineering, to improve the 
effectiveness of t-cell immunotherapy for 
cancer patients.

chemical engineer 
Wins cPrit to improve 
effectiveness of 

cancer 
immUnotheraPy
by laurie FicKManthe national science foundation has award-

ed university of Houston biomedical engi-
neer sheereen Majd the career award 
and $500,000 to improve nanoparticle 
drug delivery. Majd’s research is focused on 
tailoring nanoparticle drug carriers to target 
a selected group of cells affected in different 
diseases while sparing other cells.

decades ago it might have seemed like sci-
ence fiction, but today this advanced medical 
application of nanotechnology promises 
efficient delivery of bioactive molecules to 
specific sites in the body. still, there are limita-
tions to the current nanodelivery vehicles, so 
Majd is setting out to improve these vehicles, 
to make them more robust and more precise 
in targeting their prey.

“in diseases like cancer where therapeutic 
drugs are designed to kill cells, systematic 
administration of drugs can severely damage 
healthy cells, leading to undesired side ef-
fects in patients undergoing treatment,” said 
Majd, an assistant professor. “this problem 
can be eliminated if the drug is delivered by 
nanoparticles that only target diseased cells.”

nanoparticles are vehicles that can carry 
drugs through the body to the general 
location of tumors or other areas of illness. 
if tagged with appropriate recognition 
molecules, as Majd intends, these vehicles 
can deliver the drug only to tumor sites or 
diseased cells.

combining the existing 
technology

in the world of nanodelivery vehicles, two 
systems are currently the most promising, 

nsF career 
winner 
sheereen Majd to 
improve drug delivery

by laurie FicKMan

and both can be compared to a car service.
nanoliposomes are like uber and if targeted, 
they have a working GPs. they’ll deliver the 
medicine to the neighborhood of illness. 
Polymer nanoparticles would be like lyft, 
doing much the same thing. both systems 
have shown great promise for efficient med-
icine delivery because liposomes mimic the 
membrane of cells in the body, and polymers 
offer more control over their mechanical and 
release properties.

“our hope is to bring the two systems togeth-
er, to marry the two, so we can overcome 
their limitations and have a truly tremendous 
delivery vehicle – robust, highly specific and 
highly efficient,” said Majd. “We are hoping to 
minimize the off targeting – that’s specificity 
– and to use less medicine to get an effective 
dose where it needs to be. that’s efficiency.”

to create a precise and targeted carrier, Majd 
said the vehicles have to be “decorated” with 
the proper ligands. ligands are recognition 

molecules that can actually recognize a 
target, like a receptor on a specific cancer 
cell, and attack it.

Majd hopes to create a toolbox where the 
right type of delivery system is created every 
time for the specific disease being targeted. 
in the meantime, she is positive that her 
team will conduct transformative work.

“We’re hoping to improve the current nan-
odelivery systems. We will make a delivery 
system that provides more stability, control 
and precision,” she said.

nsf career awards are granted to highly 
promising junior faculty members who 
exemplify the role of teacher-scholars 
through “outstanding research, excellent 
education and the integration of education 
and research.” in addition to their research 
component, they also require educational 
outreach. 

Varadarajan will use his grant to bring con-
sistent results to cancer patients undergoing 
t-cell immunotherapy by manufacturing 
programmed t cells to meet, recognize and 
destroy tumors.

that’s what the immune system’s t cells are 
for; by nature they fight invaders or infections.

and scientists have strengthened them to 
be even better warriors by taking them from 
a patient and injecting them with proteins 
(called receptors) that enable the t cells 
to recognize and attack every tumor cell 
they encounter. despite the breakthrough 
this represents in the treatment of cancer, 
attaining predictable outcomes in patients is 
elusive – some patients respond to the t-cell 
therapy and some do not.

this is Varadarajan’s second cPrit grant; 
he will use it to improve patient outcomes 
in t-cell therapy and is studying clinical 

t cell samples being used for treatment 
of patients at the university of texas 
Md anderson cancer center from two 
groups – those whose tumors re-
gressed after treatment and those 
whose tumors were unaffected.

“We have to understand every single t 
cell and what each one is capable of,” 

said Varadarajan, who is looking for 
the perfect cell composition in order to 

manufacture only the ones that cure tumors.

“once we know what is required to get a 
positive response, we can control the compo-
sition of the cells so that they all can work to 
fight cancer,” he said.

this work will directly utilize an innovative 
suite of proprietary tools developed by 
Varadarajan during the first period of cPrit 
funding. the tools deliver real-time profiling 
of t cells with a video component that almost 
looks like a video game, in which you watch 
t cells devour tumors. 

after t cells are injected with receptors, they 
undergo a rapid expansion process where 
scientists add cytokines, or small proteins, 
to manufacture about 1 billion cells from 1 
million. it is during this phase that Varadara-
jan can manipulate the cells and create those 
that will recognize tumors consistently. 

He says that studying what makes better t 
cells will guide the development of the next 
generation of genetically modified cells, and 
all of immunotherapy in general, though he 
readily admits that working with t cells can 
be daunting.

“the big challenge with t cells is that there 
isn’t one single thing that can be used to de-
fine what a t cell is supposed to do. because 
it’s a living cell, it’s capable of so many 
different things, but studying them at the 
single-cell level allows us to map all of these 
different things onto the same cell.”

Varadarajan’s cPrit award also resulted 
in a recent feature article in India-West, a 
long-standing, prominent indian american 
weekly newspaper serving the global indian 
community. 

        We have to understand 
every single t cell and what 
each one is capable of.

- navin varadaraJan

We are hoping 
to use less 
medicine to get 
an effective dose 
where it needs 
to be. that’s 
efficiency. 

- shEErEEn MaJd
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firsT of iTs kind: 
Peering into the Heart Without touching

no biopsies needed, no invasive measures 
taken. larin simply peers into the heart 
using high-resolution optical coherence 
tomography (oct), a noninvasive imaging 
test that uses light waves to take cross-sec-
tion pictures, usually of the retina. larin has 
focused the machine on the heart, a method 
called optical coherence elastography (oce), 
to deduce mechanical properties of tissue. 
it’s a new field he helped usher in over the 
past few years.

With larin at the controls, oct captures 
detailed biomechanical properties of heart 
tissue to determine if the organ is responding 
to therapies. it could eventually be used to 
develop and test new treatments for healing 
the damage after a heart attack. the work 
was described in the optical society journal 
Biomedical Optics Express.

“for the first time ever, without touching the 
heart, now we can measure its properties 
and scar tissue,” said larin. the national 
institutes of Health gave larin and colleague 
James f. Martin from baylor college of Medi-

cine and the texas Heart institute more than 
$2 million to continue exploring the science.

Most prominent under the oce lens is a 
heart’s scar tissue, marking the first applica-
tion of oce for high-resolution mapping of 
mechanical properties of the heart muscle.

After the heart attack

usually due to a blocked blood supply, a 
myocardial infarction, or heart attack, either 
damages or kills a part of the heart muscle, 
the myocardium.

While there is currently no cure for the scar 
tissue that occurs following a heart attack, 
Martin’s group is working on ways to stim-
ulate adult heart tissue to repair itself. but 
when it came to the mechanics of examining 
the heart, the group turned to larin.

“through our method to measure the heart’s 
mechanical properties, we hope to develop 
ways to regenerate heart tissue,” said larin.

the oce also delivers clues to refining the 
current state of treatment.

“We can see immediately if we should be ap-
plying treatment once or twice a day, or once 
a week. our results are that immediate,” said 
larin. 

it’s nothing 
like a game of 

“operation” – the 
frontier technology 
is able to diagnose 

serious heart 
conditions without 
surgery or invasive 

testing

as the leading cause of death in the u.s., heart disease 
also occupies the minds of great researchers, who con-
tinue to develop breakthroughs to advance treatments 
and science.

that includes uH biomedical engineering professor 
Kirill larin, who has developed what he describes as 
a “frontier technology” that can immediately assess if 
heart medicine is working and scar tissue is healing 
following a heart attack. 

by laurie FicKMan

Kirill larin is 
peering into 
the heart using 
high-resolution 
optical coherence 
tomography (oCt)
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a university of Houston biomedical engineer 
is reporting a dramatic decrease in the time 
it takes to detect the seizure onset zone 
(soZ), the actual part of the brain that causes 
seizures, in patients with epilepsy.

nearly 30 percent of epilepsy patients are 
resistant to drug therapy, so they have the 
option of surgery to remove their seizure 
onset zones. Most of them opt in, according 
to assistant professor nuri ince, noting the 
improved quality of life for sufferers.

rather than observing seizures as they 
happen, ince locates the seizure onset zone 
in one hour by detecting oscillating brain 
waves. current treatment protocols for 
detecting the zone require prolonged moni-
toring in the hospital for up to 10 days. ince’s 
new method to locate the seizure onset zone, 
reported in Brain, A Journal of Neurology, 
could save patients weeks of hospitalization, 
reducing complications and costs associated 
with what has traditionally been an arduous 
and often painful procedure.

“We observed that the high frequency oscil-
lations in the soZ form random, repetitive 
waveform patterns that identify their loca-
tion,” said ince, who compares the process 
to a broken bike or car that makes the same 
sound randomly, yet repetitively. “in a car it’s 
a sound; in a brain it’s the oscillatory patterns 
that are almost screaming, ‘i am here!’”

uH engineer locates brain’s 
seizure onset Zone in 

rec rd Time

exploring the brain

ince and his former graduate student, su 
liu, studied pediatric and adult brain pat-
terns provided by collaborators at texas chil-
dren’s Hospital, baylor college of Medicine, 
university of texas Md anderson cancer 
center, istanbul university and university of 
Minnesota.

ince developed a pipeline of machine learn-

ing algorithms to interpret the brain waves, 
and after two years his algorithm identified 
the pattern.

“We got goosebumps when we saw it,” said 
ince, recalling the moment he realized that 
the patterns could not only be found quickly, 
but also could add to the medical commu-
nity’s understanding and knowledge of how 
seizures start.

critical to ince’s discovery is delineating 
between the high frequency oscillations that 
signify the soZ from the ones ignited by nor-
mal functioning, like movements or talking. 
the regions can be located very close togeth-
er, and the overlap between physiological 
and pathological oscillations are seemingly 
indistinguishable. that, along with difficulties 
associated with visual inspection of pro-
longed invasive recordings, is why current 
detection protocol ignores the oscillations, 
tracking only the seizures themselves. the 
current method – which includes prolonged 
patient hospitalization – also requires a 
patient and medical team to wait for seizures 
to occur to identify their onset location. 

“can you imagine monitoring a patient for 
just one hour, as compared to before when 
it took days or weeks?” ince asked, still mar-
veling at the savings of both time and money 
this translational project will bring to patients 
and their families. 
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by laurie FicKMan

Can you imagine 
monitoring a 

patient for just 
one hour, as 
compared to 
before when 

it took days or 
weeks?

- nuri inCE

nuri ince’s new method 
to locate the seizure 
onset zone could save 
patients weeks of 
hospitalization, reducing 
complications and 
medical costs
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chandra Mohan, Hugh roy and lillie cranz 
cullen endowed Professor of biomedical 
engineering, has received a $600,000 target 
identification in lupus grant from the lupus 
research alliance to address fundamental 
questions in lupus research, remove barriers 
to new treatments and possibly find a cure 
for lupus and its complications.

only seven lupus researchers across the coun-
try were asked to carry out these tasks.

it’s a big ask. lupus is a complex autoim-
mune disease that is difficult to diagnose, 
treat and defeat. only one treatment has 
been approved in nearly 60 years.

but Mohan knows exactly where to start. He 
will examine a protein called alcaM (activat-
ed leukocyte cell adhesion molecule), which 
is important for activating t cells. alcaM is 
also present in several kidney diseases and in 
the urine of patients with lupus kidney dis-
ease. He likens it to a bad guy being caught 
at the scene of several crimes.

“lupus patients may have increased alcaM 
in both their immune systems and their 
kidneys, and this probably plays a major role 
in activating the immune system and causing 
the kidney disease in lupus patients,” said 
Mohan.

With a perfect score on his research proposal, 
chemical and biomolecular engineering assis-
tant professor Mehmet orman received the 
national institute of allergy and infectious 
diseases (niaid) career transition award, 
meant to help initiate a successful bioengi-
neering career as an independent research 
scientist. orman will use the $250,000 
prize to investigate cells that are resistant to 
antibiotics.

“a small fraction of cells in bacterial popula-
tions enter a dormant state. once these cells 
become dormant, they intrinsically become 
tolerant to extraordinary levels of antibiotics,” 
said orman. 

conventional antibiotics function by target-
ing the mechanisms that enable the rapid 
growth of bacterial cell populations, but 
since the cells don’t grow while dormant, the 
antibiotics have little chance to work.

eventually, these persister cells, as they are 
called, wake up and regain their ability to 
proliferate. because of this, persister cells 
are thought to facilitate the recurrence of 
infections, and they serve as a reservoir for 
the emergence of drug resistant mutants. 

recurrent infections are generally associated 
with biofilms, a slimy bacterial film in which 
persister cells are significantly enriched and 
can evade the host immune system. biofilm 
infections – such as airway infections in 
cystic fibrosis patients, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary diseases, chronic wound infec-
tions, or infections caused by medical devices 
or prostheses – pose a significant healthcare 
problem in the united states.

using e. coli as a model organism, orman is 
aiming to identify and explore the mecha-
nisms in bacterial cells that lead to dormant 
cell formation to discover new therapeutic 

deconsTrucTing 
Lupus – 
could some of its 
Makeup be Part 
of its cure?

by laurie FicKMan

While healthy people need alcaM to acti-
vate their t cells to fight off foreign microbes 
in the body, in patients with an autoimmune 
disease the activated t cells end up just fight-
ing the patient’s own healthy tissues rather 
than a foreign body.

Mohan will continue tracking alcaM to 
confirm its presence in the kidneys of lupus 
patients rather than just the urine, while also 
investigating whether the increased alcaM 
is indeed driving the disease. His research 
will also include treating lupus by testing an 
antibody that blocks alcaM.

if the antibody does block lupus, then he 
could move onto translational studies and 
clinical trials, said Mohan, alluding to possible 
new drug therapies for the disease.

“We began this study looking for biomarkers 
and we think alcaM is a good biomarker, 
meaning we may be able to track the disease 
by looking at the levels of alcaM in the 
urine. but now we are finding that alcaM 
may be a therapeutic target, too,” he said.

also involved in the project are two doctoral 
students working in Mohan’s lab, samantha 
stanley and sanam soomro, senior staff 
member kamala Vanarsa and research assis-
tant professor Yong du. 

strategies that eliminate bacterial persisters.

“i’m going to perform a high-throughput 
screening to identify candidate genes that 
regulate the cell dormancy in bacteria,” said 
orman. “then, i can focus on those genes indi-
vidually and see how they impact the persister 
levels of the bacterial cells.” the high-through-
put screening process allows orman to screen 
a large number of genes rapidly.

orman has been dogged in the study of 

taking a new approach to 

anTibioTic 
ToLerance
by laurie FicKMan

these stubborn cells. Previously he developed 
the first methods to directly measure the 
metabolism of these rare and transient per-
sister cells. He has also developed cell sorting 
strategies to segregate persisters from highly 
heterogeneous bacterial cell populations. He 
will be using these methods in his current 
research project.

“the physiology of persisters has remained 
elusive and hindered progress toward elimi-
nating them,” said orman. 

Chandra Mohan 
is one of

7
researchers in 

the u.s. 
to win a grant from the 
lupus research alliance  
to address fundamental 

questions about the disease

MeHMet orMAn 
IS InveStIgAtIng 
BActerIAl cellS 
cAlled PerSISterS 
tHAt AntIBIotIcS 
cAn’t kIll
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the cullen college of engineering at the university of Houston was a 
happening place last March – rockets launched into the sky with great 
puffs of smoke, robots performed amazing feats and propeller-pow-
ered cars raced down corridors as happy shrieks filled the air.

nearly 1,000 Houston-area fourth through eighth grade girls flooded 
the cullen college on saturday, March 24 for the third annual “Girls 
engineering the future day: a steM event,” sponsored by chevron.

uH engineers, chevron introduce 
Houston-area Girls to

 

sTem      
    Fun
by rashda Khan

“is it going to explode? they always explode in the movies,” asked 
isabella tinnin, 12, watching a carbon-dioxide-based oil recovery 
demonstration involving two jars, marbles, tubing, oil and water, and 
denture-cleaning pills.

the denture cleaner turned the water a frothy sea-foam green as it 
released the carbon dioxide, which eventually pushed out drops of oil 
into a waiting cup.

“no, no… in the movies, yes, but not here. that would be very bad if 

they did,” said tony nowak, a uH engineer-
ing student volunteer and president of the 
student chapter of the society of Petroleum 
engineers. then he launched into an expla-
nation of the chemical reaction, pressure at 
work and the importance of petroleum in 
today’s world.

tinnin, who wants to be a nasa engineer, 
was part of Girl scout troop 28030 brought 
to the event by troop leader Meaghin sliman, 
who graduated from the uH cullen college 
with a bachelor’s degree in chemical engi-
neering in 2010.

“this was a great opportunity to bring our 
girls back to my old school and get them 
more interested in steM fields,” sliman said, 
pausing to look around the engineering 
courtyard with a fond smile. “this is where i 
met my husband. We both went here.”

about 150 volunteers – representing chevron, 
uH cullen college of engineering student 
organizations, and individual cullen college 
students, professors and alumni – worked the 
different stations at the event.

Minuri desilva, a petroleum engineering 
junior, decided to wrap up a stressful week of 
midterms by volunteering at the event.

“this was a fun opportunity to work with 
kids and the experiment is fascinating,” 
said desilva, who was helping girls with the 
non-newtonian fluid station, also known as 
the “slime” experiment. she and the girls 
were mixing up an electric blue cornstarch 
concoction and enjoying scraping and 
squishing it with gloved hands to demon-
strate how pressure tended to harden the 
fluid.

“there are not a lot of girls in my classes,” 

i thought i’d bring them since Chevron 
is sponsoring this and it’s good to 
expose them to more stEM fun.
- sariKa gandhi

desilva said. “so it’s good to be out here in-
spiring girls to get interested in engineering.”

sarika Gandhi, a computer engineer with 
chevron, brought her daughter and two of 
her daughter’s friends to the event.

“i thought i’d bring them since chevron 
is sponsoring this and it’s good to expose 
them to more steM fun,” Gandhi said. she 
was impressed by the number and diversity 
of activities all around.

Her 11-year-old daughter ran off to test drive 
her propeller-powered car.

“it’s amazing how they’re making this car 
with just popsicle sticks, rubber bands and 
some plastic,” Gandhi said, holding up her 
own. 

About 1,000 Houston-area girls participated in hands-
on engineering experiments and demos led by Cullen 
College students and faculty at this year’s “Girls 
Engineering the Future: A STEM Event” 

“Girls Engineering the Future: A STEM Event” is sponsored by 

www.egr.uh.edu/girls-engineering-the-future
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the national science foundation (nsf) 
awarded a $999,029 grant to a team of 
university of Houston researchers for a new 
program aimed at studying the impact of 
scholarships, engagement and other support 
on low-income students and their academic 
success.

the program, titled “engineering/nsM 
student success program serving low-income 
academically talented students,” is a collab-
oration of two existing uH steM programs 
– the Program for Mastery in engineering 
studies (ProMes) in the cullen college of 
engineering and the scholar enrichment Pro-
gram (seP) in the college of natural sciences 
and Mathematics (nsM). it is funded through 
the nsf’s s-steM program.

“low-income students often don’t have 

the time nor can they often afford to be 
engaged,” said diana de la rosa-Pohl, 
instructional assistant professor at the uH 
cullen college of engineering. “We want 
to give them a little bit of a breathing room 
and support to get more engaged on campus 
because we know that’s really what moves 
the needle on student success.”

de la rosa-Pohl is familiar with the challeng-
es faced by low-income students. as a high 
school student, she worked at a restaurant 
in south Padre island, almost an hour’s drive 
from her home in brownsville. she juggled 
the long commutes, school responsibilities 
and work on a regular basis.

she went on to earn two master’s degrees – 
in physics and electrical engineering – and 
a doctorate in education. now she wants to 
help other students in their journeys.

the project will fund 80 two-year scholar-
ships over five years for students pursuing 
undergraduate degrees in the cullen college 
of engineering and nsM.

“this is going to give a lot of money to a large 
number of deserving students. about 64 
percent of the grant money will go straight 
to student scholarships,” said stuart long, 
cullen college professor of electrical and 
computer engineering and associate dean 
of the Honors college and undergraduate 
research at the university of Houston.

but the program goes beyond providing 
financial help, emphasizing long-term sup-
port through college and beyond.

“We’re trying to do something different with 
the scholarship program,” de la rosa-Pohl 
said. “instead of focusing on the financial 
side of it, we wanted to focus on the engage-
ment side of it and use the financial piece as 
an incentive to attract the students.”

there is growing evidence indicating that 
students from low-income backgrounds have 
lower graduation rates and are less likely to 
find jobs in their respective fields compared 
to their peers from higher-income families.

“We find that a lot of low-income students 
are missing social capital in their back-
grounds,” de la rosa-Pohl said. “social capital 
is comprised of a lot of things; it’s those 
things you expect the wealthier students to 
have – more connections, more emphasis on 
education in their social circles, their parents 

uH researchers Win $1 Million to boost 

sTudenT 
success

by rashda Khan

lisette Montemayor, 
a high school 
graduate from 
pasadena, is part 
of the first s-stEM 
cohort 

Principal investigators Stuart Long 
and Diana de la Rosa-Pohl
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are probably better educated and have high-
er degrees, and also higher economic status. 
Just many things that give [the students] that 
support structure when they get to college.”

“We want to fill those gaps,” she added.

the research aspect of the project aims to 
show that increasing access to such factors 
will help students be more successful.

the principal investigators on the project are 
de la rosa-Pohl and long. andrew Hamilton, 
associate dean for student success in the col-
lege of natural sciences and Mathematics, 
and Jerrod Henderson, ProMes director, are 
collaborators on the project.

How will the program work?

the collaboration between the two colleges 
allows them to pool resources and best 
practices.

“We’re bringing the best parts of two pro-
grams together that have already shown a lot 
of successes,” de la rosa-Pohl said. “We 
had some great pieces – like the first Year 
experience in ProMes and the summer 
bridge aspect of seP – that we’re bringing 
together. instead of reinventing the wheel, 
we just joined forces.”

the summer bridge Program will give accept-

ed students an early introduction to college 
life, easing the transition from high school to 
higher education. “our participants will come 
to uH the summer before they start their reg-
ular classes to attend this bridge program,” 
long said.

lisette Montemayor, a high school graduate 
from Pasadena, is part of the first cohort 
and the class of 2022. the daughter of an 
electrician, she’s interested in electrical 

engineering. if she hadn’t been accepted to 
the program, she’d be working during the 
summer to help pay for college.

“instead of getting a summer job at some 
place in Pasadena doing whatever i could 
get, i can actually do something meaningful 
and productive that’s furthering my career 
and my academics,” she said.

Her time on the uH campus is spent learning 
about and registering for future classes and 
identifying research topics. she’s also met 
some of her classmates and professors.

“it’s nice because i get to know these people 
from s-steM and seP so i kind of have 
connections already before the school year 
starts,” Montemayor said. “i’m really glad 
i was chosen to be part of the first s-steM 
cohort.”

the first Year experience will allow accepted 
freshmen to engage in hands-on, proj-
ect-based learning designed to help students 
learn and work in teams. the second year is 
going to focus on leadership and community 
development through workshops and social 
activities. s-steM will emphasize networking, 
team building and professional development.

the scholarship will pay for the first two years, 
and after that students will be encouraged to 
apply for co-operative education opportuni-
ties, internships and research positions to help 
pay for the third and fourth years.

“that’s part of what we do. We’re getting 

them ready and involved in career building 
by helping them with résumés, helping them 
with social skills, encouraging them to attend 
job fairs,” de la rosa-Pohl said. “We help 
them get prepared so they can start earning 
their own money.”

by financing only the first two years through 
scholarships, the grant funds will be stretched 
to impact more students.

Aiming high

the uH researchers hope to use the s-steM 
program in many different ways to change 
lives.

long considers it a tool for both recruitment 
and retention. “it gives students another rea-
son to come to uH and choose to major in 
engineering, natural sciences and mathemat-
ics,” he said. “it’ll also give them the support 
to continue and have them graduate. i’m 
looking forward to graduating 80 additional 
students in engineering at the end of five 
years.”

then there is the research component.

“by the end of five years, we hope to be able 
to prove – with data – that we have increased 
the students’ level of engagement, not in 
just one measure but multiple measures and 
on different levels,” de la rosa-Pohl said. 
“engagement with their classes, engagement 
in research and engagement with the campus 
community.”

However, she’s excited about the more 
immediate goals as well.

“i can’t wait to write those first checks for the 
scholarships. i just love the idea of possibly 
changing somebody’s family tree, their tra-
jectory. i don’t think money or socioeconomic 
status should be the reason why somebody 
doesn’t do this degree. if they have a passion 
for it, we want to give them every means to 
do it. We want to remove every obstacle that 
we can so they can be successful.”

the grant award started april 1 and ends 
March 31, 2023. 

i can’t wait to write 
those first checks for the 

scholarships. i just love the 
idea of possibly changing 
somebody’s family tree, 
their trajectory. i don’t 
think money or socio-

economic status should be 
the reason why somebody 

doesn’t do this degree.

- diana dE la rosa-pohl

i have connections 
already before the school 
year starts. i’m really glad 
i was chosen to be part of 
the first s-stEM cohort.

- lisEttE MontEMaYor

learn more 
about ways to give online at 

giving.uh.edu/gift/

stUdent 
sUccess

takes more 
than good 

grades.
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if r2-d2 from “star Wars” is your idea of a 
robot, think again. researchers led by a uni-
versity of Houston engineer have reported 
a new class of soft robot – composed of ul-
trathin sensing, actuating electronics and 
temperature-sensitive artificial muscle – that 
can adapt to the environment and crawl, 
similar to the movement of an inchworm or 
caterpillar.

cunjiang yu, bill d. cook assistant Professor 
of mechanical engineering, said potential ap-
plications range from surgery and rehabilita-
tion to search and rescue in natural disasters 
or on the battlefield. because the robot body 
changes shape in response to its surround-
ings, it can slip through narrow crevices to 
search for survivors in the rubble left by an 
earthquake or bombing, he said.

“they sense the change in environment and 
adapt to slip through,” said Yu.

these soft robots, made of soft artificial mus-
cle and ultrathin deformable sensors and 
actuators, have significant advantages over 
the traditional rigid robots used for automa-
tion and other physical tasks.

the researchers said their work, published in 
the journal Advanced Materials, took its inspi-

imagine u.s. navy divers wearing camou-
flage “skin” suits and gathering intelligence. 
they could swim undetected in enemy waters 
as their suit changed color and texture to 
blend in with the environment – whether it 
be in the deep sea below a naval destroyer 
or a rocky, marshy river bottom.

cunjiang yu, bill d. cook assistant Professor 
of mechanical engineering at the uH cullen 
college, wants to create smart, artificial skin 
that mimics the natural abilities of ceph-
alopods – creatures like cuttlefish, squid 
and other related marine life – to perform 
incredible feats of camouflage.

the proposed research has won Yu a 2018 
office of naval research Young investigator 
award (onr YiP). He is among 31 scientists 

researchers 
design ‘sofT’ roboTs 

that can Move on their own

by Jeannie Kever

ration from nature. “Many creatures such as 
inchworms that have completely soft, com-
pliant bodies without any rigid components 
(like bones) exhibit unprecedented abilities in 
adapting their shapes and morphologies and 
unique locomotion behaviors,” they wrote.

traditional soft robots lack the ability to adapt 
to their environments or move on their own.

the prototype adaptive soft robot includes a 
liquid crystal elastomer – doped with carbon 

selected from more than 340 applicants.
the award comes with a three-year grant of 
$510,000 to use for Yu’s project, “cepha-
lopod inspired camouflage skins: adaptive 
color changing, pattern tuning and texture 
morphing.” Yu, known for his work with 
stretchable semiconductors and electronics, 
was inspired to pursue this latest project 
during a visit to an aquarium.

“cephalopods are well known masters of 
camouflage. they have the most amazing 
camouflage abilities – they can change their 
color, their texture,” Yu said. “i got inspired 
by these marine animals and started think-
ing: could we build a similar ‘skin’ or device 
to mimic those abilities? something that 
could be scaled up for important real-world 
applications?”

He expects this proposed flexible skin to be 
a complex system of sensors, circuits and 
activators, combining materials, mechanical 
design and electronics.

“it has to be an extremely smart skin to be 
able to do so many things like understanding 
the environment and then changing to blend 
in,” Yu said.

While the work would definitely have defense 
industry applications, Yu believes it can also 
be useful to other industries such as health-
care, cosmetics and textiles.

Yu, who is 34, has an extensive record for 
innovative skin technology work and recog-
nition. last year he reported a breakthrough 
in stretchable electronics that would allow 
users of wearable robotics (such as artificial 
limbs) to actually feel the sensation of touch.

in 2017 Yu made MIT Technology Review’s “35 
innovators under 35” list of researchers and 
earned the Junior faculty research excel-
lence award from the cullen college. He 
received the national science foundation 
career award and the doctoral new inves-
tigator award from the american chemical 
society Petroleum research fund in 2016 as 
well as the Paul Holloway Young investi-
gator award from the american Vacuum 
society in 2015.

the onr’s Young investigator Program is 
one of the nation’s oldest and most selective 
science and technology based research 
programs. since 1985 the program has 
sponsored early career academic researchers 
whose scientific pursuits show outstanding 
promise for supporting the department of 
defense while also promoting their profes-
sional development.

“to meet the demand signal from the 2018 
national defense strategy, we must attract 
the best and brightest minds to work on 
naval warfighting challenges,” said rear 
adm. david Hahn, chief of naval research. 
“the Young investigator Program does just 
that.” 

uH researcher developing smart artificial skin 

inspired by 

underwaTer 
masTers of 
camoufLage
by rashda Khan

black nanoparticles to enhance thermal 
conductivity – as the artificial muscle, com-
bined with ultrathin mesh shaped stretchable 
thermal actuators and silicon-based light 
sensors. the thermal actuators provide heat 
to activate the robot.

the prototype is small – 28.6 millimeters 
in length, or just over 1 inch – but Yu said 
it could easily be scaled up. that’s the next 
step, along with experimenting with various 
types of sensors. While the prototype uses 
heat-sensitive sensors, it could employ smart 
materials activated by light or other cues, 
he said.

“this is the first of its kind,” Yu said. “You can 
use other sensors, depending on what you 
want it to do.”

in addition to Yu, co-authors include chengjun 
Wang, kyoseung sim and Zhoulyu rao, all 
from uH; Hojin kim and rafael Verduzco of 
rice university; Jin chen of beijing university; 
and Yuhang li, Weiqui chen and Jizhou song 
of Zhejiang university.

this work was funded by the national sci-
ence foundation and the american chemical 
society Petroleum research fund doctoral 
new investigator Grant. 

robots of tHe 
future Won’t 
look anYtHinG 
like WHat We’Ve 
seen in science 
fiction
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it’s no secret that data is everywhere today – 
endless streams of information are constant-
ly being collected through our smartphones 
and mobile devices, by sensors placed on 
bridges and in buildings and even through 
our smart thermostats and refrigerators.

finding ways to harness these enormous 
data sets into useful tools that can aid in de-
cisions and policymaking is now the focus of 
researchers across the country. among them 
is uH electrical and computer engineering 
professor zhu han, who is part of a team 
awarded $7.5 million through the depart-
ment of defense (dod) Multidisciplinary 
university research initiative (Muri) grant.

four universities – university of Houston 
along with the university of california, los 
angeles, university of Maryland at college 
Park and Princeton university – are joining 
forces on the five-year project titled “inno-
vation in Mean field Game (MfG) theory for 
scalable computation and diverse applica-
tions.” ucla is the lead on the project.

the project is one of 24 Muri awards 
totaling $169 million announced this year. 
it brings together a multidisciplinary team 
of eight experts specializing in a myriad of 
areas – math, optimization, artificial intelli-
gence, game theory, electrical engineering 
and psychology. 

Han will receive $1.2 million of the award. His 
research focus includes wireless resource allo-
cation and management, wireless networking 
and communications, wireless multimedia, 
security and game theory.

researchers from the university of Houston 
are developing a new quality control tool for 
continuous nanomanufacturing, a key step 
in moving nanodevices from the lab to the 
real world.

“nanomanufacturing sounds great, but it 
really has to be scalable,” said venkat sel-
vamanickam, Md anderson chair Professor 
of mechanical engineering. “You have to be 
able to control the quality.”

selvamanickam is working with nanomanu-
facturing systems for mobile computing and 
energy technologies (nascent), a multi-in-
stitution partnership led by the university 
of texas at austin, to develop the new tool, 
which will adapt raman spectroscopy and 

uH engineer Part of team 
awarded 

$7.5 million 
to analyze social behavior 
and Predict outcomes

by rashda Khan

“uH research serves as the bridge between 
the ucla theoretical part and the university 
of Maryland social network part,” Han said. 
“i’m the translator that can talk with both of 
them.”

the team will study the use of advanced 
game theoretical approach – a set of mathe-
matical concepts, theorems and algorithms 
– to analyze social behavior in the context 
of large-scale, ultra-dense wireless systems, 
such as social networks.

“the mean field game, or MfG, is a type of 
dynamic game that can quantify the behav-
ior of multiple users – billions of users – and 
analyze it,” Han said. the impact on future 
networks, including the future of the internet 
of things, could be huge. “it’s difficult to have 
some type of centralized control, but some 
kind of theoretical approach may provide 
guidance on how to have optimal control 
over future networks.”

the team’s efforts are geared toward accu-
rate modeling of knowledge evolution and 
opinion formation in social networks, social 
and culture norm dynamics, socioeconomic 

dynamics in energy consumption and crime 
modeling, election modeling and psycho/
socio/mathematical models of rational and 
irrational agents. results of the study will 
be used for modeling and predicting game 
outcomes.

according to the project abstract, the re-
searchers hope insights gained will allow the 
use of MfG theory in diverse applications, 
such as crowd control, evacuation planning, 
urban planning, policymaking and more.

in addition to the overall project goal, Han 
also has a personal goal. “i hope to become 
a kind of guru in MfG and know how to 
implement it in many different scenarios, 
especially social networks,” he said.

the highly competitive Muri program com-
plements other dod basic research efforts 
by supporting multidisciplinary teams with 
larger and longer awards in carefully chosen 
research topics identified for their potential 
for significant and sustained progress in 
areas related to national security and military 
capabilities. 

researchers seek to improve Quality control for 

nanomanUFactUring
by Jeannie Kever

X-ray diffraction for use with roll-to-roll con-
tinuous manufacturing processes.

the work will be done under the auspices of 
the uH advanced Manufacturing institute; 
uH will receive about $340,000 from the 
national science foundation for the project.

one of the world’s leading experts on man-
ufacturing superconductors, selvamanick-
am oversees manufacturing activity at the 
university’s energy research Park, including 
the advanced manufacturing of high-perfor-
mance superconductor wires for next-gen-
eration electric machines. He is also director 
of the applied research Hub at the texas 
center for superconductivity at uH and 
manages the advanced Manufacturing 
institute, an umbrella organization designed 
to help researchers make the leap between 
discovery and commercialization.

nascent, an nsf-funded engineering 
research center, addresses issues limiting 
high-volume nanomanufacturing. selvaman-
ickam said one critical problem is ensuring 
quality control during the manufacturing 
process, rather than waiting until the device 
or product has been produced to check for 
imperfections or other problems.

the goal is an innovative tool that can provide 
continuous monitoring as production rolls 
past. “the challenge is, can you detect imper-
fections at fast speed and good resolution?” 
selvamanickam asked. “You can’t be spend-
ing minutes examining the material, because 
the material is flying by at high speed.”

to work, the tool will have to detect imper-
fections within seconds or less.

selvamanickam’s lab currently produces solar 
cells, flexible electronics and superconduct-
ing wires using roll-to-roll manufacturing, the 
same process nascent is pursuing.

While the tool initially will be tested on the 
manufacture of common semiconductors, 
including silicon and gallium-arsenide, 
selvamanickam said it will then be adapted 
for additional materials. 

Venkat selvamanickam 
is working to develop a 
new tool that will improve 
roll-to-roll continuous 
manufacturing processes

- zhu han

 i hope to become a 
kind of guru in mean 
field game theory and 

know how to implement 
it in many different 
scenarios, especially 

social networks.
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The League of Extraordinary Engineers
by rashda Khan

there are superheroes living amongst us.
they are more clark kent than Man of steel and diana Prince than Wonder Woman. 

they don’t wear capes or spandex suits, nor do they carry shields or fly through the 
air – but they do have superpowers: protecting humankind from disease and death, 
saving a megalopolis from storms and destruction, and providing guidance to new 

heroes in the making. 

our superheroes would probably never consider themselves hero-material. they 
are ordinary people who choose to do extraordinary things on a daily basis. they 
have the courage to aim high, work hard and make the impossible possible – all the 

while working to solve the most pressing problems facing our society.

Meet the league of extraordinary engineers at the uH cullen college of engineering, 
who use the power of science to save lives, impart hope, forge a better future – and 

inspire others to do the same.  
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A tough hammer-wielding god known 
as thor stands tall in historical nar-
ratives of norse mythology. He is 
credited with harnessing the power 
of thunder and lightning to protect 
humankind from destruction.

More recently, comic books and movies have made this god of 
thunder a popular and familiar superhero. His quests in distant 
places with a bevy of friends and monstrous challenges are 
pop culture legends.

the university of Houston cullen college of engineering is for-
tunate to have someone close to a real-life thor – undergrad-
uate student Jacob dylan true Furrh. He believes in standing 
up to storms and other natural disasters. and while he’s at it, 
he wants to help others – entire communities – to not only 
survive, but to bounce back, stronger than ever before. to 
meet his goals, he’s willing to use a hammer, travel to faraway 
lands and harness the power of science. 

“i think it’s because i have been through hurricanes before. i 
have seen what happens to a community whenever a hurri-
cane hits,” says furrh, a 20-year-old double majoring in civil 
engineering and environmental sciences.

He encountered his first major storm, Hurricane ike, at the age 
of nine. “i remember evacuating, but what i remember very 
strongly is coming back,” says furrh. the family returned to 
find a 40-foot oak tree lodged in their home in lake Jackson, a 
coastal city south of Houston. the house sustained significant 
structural damage, but his parents rebuilt.

“We had the resources to rebuild and we were fine, so we went 
back in. We were displaced for about 19 months. it was a pretty 
lengthy process,” he recalls. “but not everyone has access to 
those resources.”

a coog hero 
worthy of 
thor’s hammer

So you take the 
world I love as 
recompense for 
your imagined 
slights? No, the 
Earth is under 
my protection!

- thor, 
“thE avEngErs” (2012)

Marvel Studios, Walt Disney Studios
Motion Pictures
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THE HERO’S HEROES
in the Marvel comics universe, odin is the king of norse gods, the 
ruler of asgard and father to thor. He is depicted as peace-loving and 
wise, someone thor looked up to throughout his life.

this narrative rings true to furrh, who says his parents – both of 
whom work as lawyers and advocates representing low-income and 
underserved populations at lone star legal aid – are his personal 
heroes.

“in my eyes that’s just a way to do more service,” furrh says. “they’re 
helping the most vulnerable communities not only in Houston, but 
in the whole Gulf coast region. that really impacted me… just being 
able to see them serve for the entirety of my life.”

there’s a need for public service in the world, he says. “they can 
be your neighbors or strangers, there’s no shortage of people who 
need help.”

furrh, who is scheduled to graduate in 2020, brings the same fero-
cious focus on storms and disasters to his academic life.

“living on the coast growing up is just a different experience than 
living in Houston,” says furrh, whose childhood included volun-
teering for beach clean-ups and dune building efforts. “You can really 
see the effects of what a storm does to an actual coastline.”

He remembers Hurricane ike took out more than one city block 
worth of beach from the small community of surfside. “the storm 
just physically pulled the sand out,” furrh says. “there are still houses 
in the water that haven’t been torn down yet. and that’s another part 
of community resilience.”

every disaster has its own lessons for survivors. furrh holds up 
Galveston as an example. its very existence is considered a triumph 
over nature by many. in response to the devastation of the 1900 
hurricane, they took several steps to prevent future destruction 
including building the massive seawall.

according to furrh, every place has its unique vulnerabilities and 
inherent risks are everywhere. 

“that’s why you need proper plans for evacuation, and you plan 
ahead with resources to rebuild or to move… do whatever is needed,” 
he says. “i want to study how communities respond to such stress 
and through research improve a community’s ability to respond.”

BRINGING DOWN THE HAMMER 
When disaster strikes the world around him, furrh – in a very thor-
like manner – not only charges in to help, but generally brings his 
friends along.

last year, when Hurricane Harvey – a 
category 4 hurricane with winds reaching 
130 miles per hour – hit Houston with 50 
inches of rain, furrh happened to be in 
the city. He started the “uH Harvey relief 
carpooling & Volunteer opportunities” 
facebook group to act as a volunteer hub. 
the group grew from 50 people on his 
friends list to about 1,500 members within days.

during that time, furrh also volunteered with 
other uH coogs at the George r. brown 

convention center, where more than 
9,000 Harvey evacuees sought shelter.

later, furrh worked with a uH institu-
tional effort involving students, deans, 
faculty, staff and alumni to form uH 
cares (cougar assisted relief efforts). 

“this gave us the flexibility to turn our uH volunteers group into a 
long-term association,” he says.

since the launch of uH cares about a year ago, furrh and other 
volunteers have spent most weekends gutting and mucking out 
flood impacted housing across the greater Houston area. they have 
used hammers, shovels and brooms – whatever is needed to get 
the job done. this spring they helped rebuild a house, tearing down 
damaged dry wall and caulking cracks and crevices.

“one thing we’ve found we can do effectively is serve as a conduit 
for organizations and other groups to come out and work on proj-
ects,” he says. “We have a house that needs to be rebuilt, we have 
supplies and we have training for volunteers. the purpose of uH 
cares and the facebook group was to decrease the time to move 
back for other people who don’t have access to [needed] resources.”

He also volunteers when he can with uH’s Metropolitan Volunteer 
Program – a uH student organization that provides year-round 
service opportunities for students by collaborating with campus and 
community partners on various social issues. for furrh, it’s a way to 
de-stress.

“it’s really nice to go to a service event that you didn’t organize your-
self,” furrh says. “You don’t have to worry about the administrative 
details, you don’t have to worry about logistics, you don’t have to 
worry about getting people there. You just show up and volunteer.”

       Whosoever 
holds this hammer, 
if he be worthy, 
shall possess the 
power of Thor. 
– insCription on thE 
sidE oF thor’s haMMEr, 
MJolnir

USING SCIENCE TO MAKE MAGIC
like thor, furrh believes in the power of science to make magic 
happen, so he sought opportunities in engineering, research and life 
that helped him bolster his goals.

He applied for and was awarded a summer undergraduate research 
fellowship (surf) last year to work in the environmental engineer-
ing lab of Hanadi rifai, associate dean of research and facilities as 
well as director of the environmental engineering graduate program 
at the cullen college. at the lab, he researched the qualities of water 
extracted with fossil fuels.

furrh also participated in a uH study abroad to iceland, where he 
visited geothermal and hydroelectric power plants.

“it was fascinating to see a country so rich in renewable energy 
sources fully utilize them. Homes and businesses were mostly heated 
geothermally and i got to see the pipes being installed,” he says. “it 
shows how communities can take advantage of their resources, like 
wind in West and north texas.”

this summer he worked a summer research internship at the 
national institute of standards and technology in Maryland where 
he looked at the social impact of Hurricane Maria and emergency 
communication. While all disasters are unique, there are certain 
commonalities – in impact, response and behavior modeling – that 
are shared. “it’s another aspect of natural disasters and it fits in with 
what i want to do,” furrh says.

in the spring, furrh was one of two uH students to win a prestigious 
ernest f. Hollings scholarship – a first win for the university. the 
award helps with tuition, but also comes with a 10-week paid in-
ternship with the national oceanic and atmospheric administration 
(noaa). He will be able to choose his own research topic and the 
applicable noaa site to work at for summer 2019.

While furrh is not afraid to wield a hammer when needed, he wants 
to prevent and contain future disasters. 

“in the long term, research is the only way we have to mitigate 
hazards before they occur, which is what i want to do,” furrh says. “i 
want a future where less people will need their houses to be gutted. i 
want to alleviate problems before they happen.”

spoken like a true protector of humankind. 

         Your ancestors called it magic and you 
call it science. Well, I come from a place 
where they’re one and the same thing, 

– thor, “thor” (2011)

I want a future where less people will 
need their houses to be gutted. I want to 
alleviate problems before they happen.
- truE Furrh

True Furrh and hundreds of fellow UH Coogs assisted in relief 
efforts across the city of Houston after Hurricane Harvey
Photo credit (top right): SC National Guard
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comic book writers like stan lee, former editor-in-chief 
of Marvel comics, and William Moulton Marston, the 
creator of “Wonder Woman,” wrote the heroes they 
wished existed in the world.

Wonder Woman, the iconic female superhero who 
debuted in 1941 in the same month as the Pearl Harbor 
bombing, is all about empowering people – especially 
women – to make the world a better, safer place for all 
of humanity.

“if the prospect of living in a world where trying to 
respect the basic rights of those around you and valuing 
each other simply because we exist are such daunt-
ing, impossible tasks, that only a superhero born of 
royalty can address them, then what sort of world are 
we left with? What sort of world do you want to live 
in?” Wonder Woman asks in one of Marston’s “Wonder 
Woman” comics.

debora rodrigues, an associate professor in civil and 
environmental engineering at the uH cullen college, 
became the “Wonder Woman” she wished to see in the 
world. 

Her superhero mission is to provide global access to 
clean water through affordable purifying technologies. 
but that’s not her only superpower.

the mother, teacher, researcher, mentor and supporter 
of female and minority scientists is an archetype of bal-
ance, strength and heroism – tempered with demure.

“i just want to leave the world a better place for future 
generations, at least a bit,” she says.

A hero is born
rodrigues’ superhero trajectory began in brazil and led 
to the bustling city of Houston and its carnegie-desig-
nated tier one public research university. 

“Good quality water is becoming scarcer. to be honest, 
i think water is going to be the reason for many wars in 
the future,” she says. 

as an undergraduate at the university of são Paulo in 
brazil, she participated in environmentally-related field-
work and researched water and sanitation issues, both 
of which involved her visiting communities and slum 
areas – called favelas – plagued with disease and high 
child mortality rates. 

lack of safe drinking water and proper sanitation in-
crease the chance for outbreaks of waterborne diseases 
like diarrhea, typhoid, hepatitis and cholera.

the legend 
and legacy of 
uh’s very own 
wonder woman

what sort of 
world do you 
want to live in?

- WondEr WoMan, vol. 2 
#170 (“shE’s a WondEr”)

Warner Bros. Pictures
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according to 2018 information from worldwaterday.org, about 1.9 bil-
lion people around the world live in potentially severe water-scarce 
areas. this number is expected to grow to 3 billion by 2050. of these, 
an estimated 1.8 billion people use an unimproved source of drinking 
water with no protection against contamination from human feces.

in one community, after rodrigues and her team collected and test-
ed the water, they discovered it was contaminated with cryptospo-
ridium – a microscopic parasitic protozoa that causes the diarrheal 
disease cryptosporidiosis. 

the community had built septic systems close to their wells, leading 
to contaminated groundwater. 

“i saw these people collecting the water from the wells. the water 
was very clear and fresh, but full of invisible microbes,” rodrigues 
says. “they’d drink directly from the wells because they thought it 
was clean. a lot of people in that region suffered with diarrhea and 
children, especially the younger ones, were dying because of these 
water transmittable diseases.”

Her team warned community members about the danger; a few 
chose to listen, but many didn’t. 

“Why would people treat water if it looks clean? Why would they pay 
more to treat it? they couldn’t see the problem,” she says, adding 
that the team didn’t have affordable and accessible technological 
solutions to offer the people at the time. “Many people believed that 
if the problem wasn’t visible, then there wasn’t any problem. some-
times we don’t make the connection.”

even today she tears up recalling those memories. 

“it was sad, but it made me realize i wanted to make a difference,” 
rodrigues says. “so i ended up going into environmental science and 
engineering.”

she earned a master’s degree in environmental microbiology 
from the university of são Paulo, a doctorate in microbiology and 
molecular genetics from Michigan state university and a postdoc-
toral degree in chemical and environmental engineering from Yale 
university.

rodrigues has been teaching at the cullen college for eight years 
while leading several research projects focused on improving water 
quality and sustainability. Her goal is to understand the aquatic 
system and its microbial ecology, investigate the effects of nanoma-
terials on the environment and develop new nanotechnologies and 
biotechnologies to remove harmful contaminants and keep aquatic 
systems safe.

she wants to create energy-efficient technologies – alternatives to 
more expensive and high-energy treatment methods like reverse 
osmosis – that will filter out metals, microbes, radioactive materials 
and other contaminants from water. in her quest for affordable tech-
nology, she created a filter using hydrogel beads and then partnered 
with a group of uH bauer college of business alumni to introduce 
the filtration system to the commercial market.

together they founded a company called WaVVe, which won many 
competitions and some related funding. However, the partnership 
dissolved after about three years. rodrigues says both she and the 
students learned a lot from the experience. she is now working with 
another company to make her technologies available to the public. 

“it’s a work in progress,” rodrigues says. “nobody has solved the 
water problem in so many years, and i don’t think i’ll be able to solve 
the water problem completely either during my career, but maybe i’ll 
help mitigate it as much as possible.”

earlier this year, rodrigues was appointed as associate editor of npj 
Clean Water, a new open access online journal dedicated to pub-
lishing papers about cutting-edge research aimed at ensuring clean 
water supplies around the globe.

Choices, Choices
in the superhero story arc, there are certain guarantees: a towering 
evil villain; a series of pitfalls and challenges that test the strength 
and principles of our heroes; and, of course, choices.

superheroes are constantly faced with choices – difficult, heart-
wrenching choices – that ultimately define the scope of their super-
powers and the content of their character.

rodrigues is no exception. 

she had a full scholarship from the brazilian government to pursue 
her Ph.d. at Michigan state university. However, political instability 
caused the currency value to drop and the government put the schol-
arships on hold. “My scholarship disappeared overnight,” rodrigues 
says. “i was very sad and i cried a lot because i thought my dream to 
study in the u.s.a. was over.”

it was a hurdle, for sure, but not one that would defer rodrigues’ 
dream. she wrote to the school and the professor she was supposed 
to work with, who helped her with funding. soon after, she found 
herself fully committed to completing her doctoral degree in Michi-
gan while her husband worked in connecticut. 

balancing work and personal life is fraught with difficult choices 

and sacrifices. rodrigues points out that no matter how you choose 
to balance your time, guilt and stress are often inherent in those 
decisions. 

“latin american society is different. When women get married they 
are expected to take care of family and children. i have so many 
friends who did their Ph.d. and are now housewives. i have had 
people tell me i should do the same – stay home and take care of my 
family. there’s nothing wrong with being a housewife, but that’s not 
what i wanted to do,” rodrigues says. “but my husband knows my 
passions, he knows how much i love to teach and do research. He’s 
always been supportive and the first one to encourage me to go for 
new opportunities.”

Motherhood brought its own joys and challenges. she is mom to an 
8-year-old boy – who she describes as “the love of my life” – with 
cerebral palsy. 

“Having a family, especially a child with special needs, and needing 
to travel for conferences and work is very painful,” rodrigues says. 
“every time i had to leave, i’d be heartbroken. but my husband kept 
me going. He’s pretty amazing and we’re partners – a team.”

she knows other women face similar struggles when it comes to 
making career choices. as a member of the association of environ-
mental engineering and science Professors (aeesP), rodrigues tries 
to recruit more women for the aeesP distinguished lecture series. 
selected lecturers commit to traveling twice a month to present 
lectures at different universities.

before 2014, the series had only one female distinguished lecturer in 
45 years.

I believe women can do as well as men. We just need a little bit of help, 
some guidance and some empowerment. - dEbora rodriguEs

Photo credit (top center and right): Children collecting water 
in a São Paulo favela
Bottom: Rodrigues with her WAVVE colleagues, all UH 
students

Warner Bros. Pictures
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“it’s a great professional honor and networking opportunity,” 
rodrigues says. “the committee says we need more women, so i 
started asking female colleagues if i could nominate them.”

Most of the time the response she gets is: “it’s not a good time for 
me.” other times she’s met with surprise and deprecation of the “i 
don’t think i deserve it” variety. rodrigues has also seen many women 
take a backseat in other professional settings such as conferences and 
networking opportunities.

so the real Wonder Woman that she is, rodrigues seeks to encourage 
other women to harness their own superpowers to advance science 
and, ultimately, save the world.

“this is one of my passions because i believe we [women] can do 
as well as men. We just need a little bit of help, some guidance and 
some empowerment,” she says.

“can you do it alone? it’s possible, but it’s harder, much harder,” she 
adds, noting some of the monumental mentors she’s had along the 
way. cullen college professor fritz claydon – also the director of the 
division of undergraduate programs and student success – played a 
central role to rodrigues’ success as a teacher and researcher.

“to be honest, most of the professional success i have had in my 
early career is owed to him,” she says. “He helped me with my first 
grant application to the national science foundation (nsf), my nsf 
career award application, as well as my early outreach programs. 
He’s an awesome mentor.”

Relatable and exceptional
in the 2017 film “Wonder Woman,” diana Prince – the alter ego of 
Wonder Woman – is warned by her love interest and partner, steve 
trevor, not to cross “no Man’s land.”

set in the trenches of a french battlefield during World War i, diana 
witnessed innumerable casualties of both soldiers and civilians 
leading to this scene. 

“this not something you can cross. this is not possible,” trevor warns.  

diana then pulls off her cloak, revealing her amazonian armor and 
her true identity as Wonder Woman. she emerges from the bunker 
and strides across “no Man’s land,” deflecting gunfire all along the 
way, to rescue a village.

the iconic scene reveals our superheroine is a warrior, sure, but a 
warrior driven by compassion for people and a love for this planet. in 
the comic book universe, just as in our universe, these traits render 
Wonder Woman both relatable and exceptional.
 
When it comes to Wonder Woman or debora rodrigues, nothing 
stands in the way of their courage, empathy and determination to 
make a difference. and the world, both fictional and real, is a better 
place because of it. 

Her experiences taught her the value of mentorship and the impor-
tance of a support system. 

rodrigues now gives back whenever she can – from mentoring and 
supporting junior faculty members and students to outreach and 
providing career-building workshops.

this summer she conducted a nsf-funded two-week workshop 
for women and minority students interested in finding jobs and 
succeeding in academia. 

“the aim of the workshop was to give students all the tools they 
need to be successful, but it goes beyond the two weeks, because 
now the participants are our mentees,” rodrigues says. “it’s a long-
term supportive relationship.”

I just want to leave the 
world a better place 
for future generations, 
at least a bit.

- dEbora 
rodriguEs

I think it would be 
the ability to make 
everyone see our 
planet from outer 
space, 

perhaps from the Moon, so we can 
understand that we – all together – are 
just a part of a much bigger world.

- olga bannova,
director of the space architecture graduate 
program at the Sasakawa International 
Center for Space Architecture (SICSA)

I will take super 
communication – 
the capacity to read, write, speak and com-
prehend any forms of languages. from farsi, 
spanish and english to Prakrit and Phoeni-
cian, khat-e-Mikhi and so on. i could travel 
anywhere and speak to anyone. simply, 
appreciate everything this world offers. 

What would your superpower be?

I’d like to have a 
magical touch to 
stop and eliminate 
any type of cancer! 
cancer has proven to be a huge challenge 
for science, affecting so many lives...i 
believe elimination of cancer would have 
a tremendous effect on quality of life for 
people across the world. 

I’d like to have the power 
of knowing what’s going to 
happen in the future.

        I’d fly so I could get 
places quicker and do 
more stuff.

- shEErEEn MaJd, 
assistant professor of 
biomedical engineering

- dEbora rodriguEs, associate professor of civil and environmental engineering

If I could have any superpower 
I would choose time 
manipulation. 
in addition to being able to save the day, i’d never run 
short on time for studying for an exam.

- JaCob truE Furrh, undergraduate student double majoring in 
civil engineering and environmental sciences

- stuart long, 
professor of electrical and computer engineering, associate dean of 
the UH Honors College and Undergraduate Research 

- MohaMMad sarraF Joshaghani,
Ph.D. student studying computational mechanics

Warner Bros. Pictures
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if Houstonian Juan 
becerra, a father 
of three boys, 
could have any 
superpower, it’d 
be to look into the 
future. He’d use it 
to do everything 
right and lift his 
boys up as high as 
possible. He believes that all parents dream of giving their children 
a better life than their own.
 
His father had a sixth grade education and his mother reached only 
second grade. “Growing up i always knew my father wanted us to 
be better off and the same thing applies to me,” becerra says. “i 
was lucky to graduate high school. i did better than my father and 
my mother, but now i want [my kids] to do better than i did. i want 
them to grow.”

He hopes they will go to college, apply themselves and gain the 
skills and knowledge needed to ride the wave of technological 
advances to future opportunities.

to make that future happen, becerra and his 10-year-old son, 
Joshua, are participating in an innovative after-school program at 
the university of Houston charter school called the st. elmo brady 
steM academy – made up of the highly-prized disciplines of 
science, technology, engineering and mathematics.

the academy, which aims to engage underrepresented minority 
boys in steM activities and issues, is named after st. elmo brady, 
the first african-american man to earn a Ph.d. in chemistry from 
the university of illinois in 1916. He went on to teach and mentor 
several students during his lifetime. 

the original st. elmo brady serves as a superhero inspiring hope 
and possibility for the two founders of the program: Jerrod hen-
derson, instructional assistant professor at the uH cullen college of 
engineering, and rick Greer, a graduate student in the uH college 
of education.

Ordinary People Doing Extraordinary 
Things
the uH st. elmo brady steM academy encompasses a partnership 
across disciplines and programs, allowing different skills, exper-
tise and resources to work together for a common goal. it brings 
together the university of Houston’s cullen college of engineering, 
college of education, college of natural science and Mathematics, 
charter school and teachHouston, a program that prepares 
students to teach math and science.

university of Houston undergraduate and graduate students help 
create the curriculum, teach the boys twice a week in after-school 

Mentors are 
absolutely like 
superheroes.

- JErrod 
hEndErson

real-life superheroes
inspire boys to be
stem leaders

This page: Juan Becerra and his 10-year-old son, Joshua
Opposite page: Jerrod Henderson (left) and Rick Greer

the st. elmo brady steM academy is named after 

the first african-american in the u.s. to receive a 

Ph.d. in chemistry. born in kentucky, st. elmo brady 

earned his doctoral degree from the university of 

illinois in 1916. as a student, he was a member of 

Phi lambda upsilon, the chemical honor society, and 

was among the first to be included in sigma X, the 

scientific research society. brady went on to teach 

and conduct research at tuskegee university, How-

ard university and other colleges. He strived to build 

strong undergraduate curricula and boost fund-

raising at historically black colleges. brady was also 

known for advancing the field of spectroscopy.

 about St. Elmo Brady 
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Joseph W. tedesco, elizabeth d. rockwell dean of the uH cullen 
college of engineering.

african-americans and Hispanics are underrepresented in the steM 
workforce. according to the 2017 Women, Minorities and Persons 
with disabilities in science and engineering report by the national 
science foundation, White males constitute about 49 percent of the 
workers in science and engineering jobs, while african-american 
and Hispanic males make up only 3 percent and 4 percent of the 
workforce, respectively. 

Just under 8 percent of science and engineering doctorates were 
earned by underrepresented minorities in 2014. 

Very much like superheroes themselves, Henderson and Greer are 
facing this challenge head-on, focusing on solutions and making a 
difference through the academy.

The Origin Story
Henderson and Greer started the program five years ago when they 
were both working at the university of illinois at urbana-champaign 
and piloted it at the don Moyer’s boys and Girls club. initially, they 
paid program expenses out of their own pockets, but as word spread 
private donations and public funds began flowing in.

“there is research indicating that by the time students – particularly 
african-american and latino males – get to the eighth grade, they’ve 
already identified that they don’t like math and science,” says Greer, 
who specializes in k-12 education. 

Henderson points out that there are many reasons for this – from 
poverty and lack of encouragement to disparities in the u.s. educa-
tional system. 

Making a Difference
Henderson and Greer hope to bridge these gaps.

“the main reason for this program is to help change that narrative 
and get these kids on the path to become steM leaders,” says Greer. 
“one way we do that is by exposing our students to these opportu-
nities, meeting professionals and other students in the steM fields, 
and really trying to get them excited about math and science.”

the national science foundation awarded the team a three-year, $1 
million grant earlier this year to expand the project and continue the 
research. Henderson says st. elmo brady steM academy should be 
in four Houston elementary schools by the end of those three years.

the academy is the latest offering in the cullen college’s repertoire 
of outreach programs aimed at inspiring underrepresented groups 
to enter steM fields. two such programs – G.r.a.d.e. (Girls reach-
ing and demonstrating excellence) camp and Girls engineering the 
future (sponsored by chevron) – focus on encouraging young girls 
to pursue careers in engineering. researchers at the cullen college 
track the impact of these programs annually, reporting that a much 
higher percentage of the participants go on to study steM fields in 
college when compared to their peers. 

Henderson and Greer have seen st. elmo brady steM academy have 
a similar impact on young, underrepresented male students. they 
will be tracking its impact in the Houston community over the years. 

the team – which now includes Mariam Manuel, a science master 
teacher with teachHouston, and Virginia snodgrass rangel, assistant 
professor in the uH college of education – also has a very specific 
research focus tied to the program: how steM identity develops 
among young boys of color who have access to this after-school 
program.

Superheroes in Action
the first saturday becerra accompanied Joshua to st. elmo brady 
steM academy, he walked into a room full of books. “i had some 
preconceptions about the program,” he admits, adding that he 
expected a lot of lectures and textbook-learning because “that’s what 
i have always thought about science.”

lessons and work with them on saturdays for hands-on sessions. in 
return, uH students are gaining teaching experience and getting the 
opportunity to make a difference in the local community.

“it’s a great partnership, which not only lets the fourth and fifth grad-
ers grow, but also our uH students,” Henderson says. “it expands 
everyone’s world.”

role models are at the root of the academy’s success and another 
unique component. the program stresses the involvement of 
role models, preferably the boys’ fathers, grandfathers or other 
close male relatives. in addition, the college students who are 
involved in the program also act as role models and mentors.

“Mentors are absolutely like superheroes,” says Henderson, who 
knows the value of a good role model from personal experience. 

from sixth grade through graduating high school, Henderson partic-
ipated in a program called Mentoring and educational network for 
technical and organizational readiness (Mentor) in north carolina. 
thanks to Mentor, Henderson attended his first black engineer of 
the Year awards, decided he wanted to be an engineer and met his 
personal mentor, nathaniel Vause.

When Henderson graduated with his doctorate in chemical and 
biomolecular engineering from the university of illinois, Vause – who 
is the founder of Mentor – drove up from north carolina with three 
students he was mentoring at the time to celebrate the event.

for Greer, who says he grew up without a male role model, the men-
tor/mentee relationship between Henderson and Vause is a major 
inspiration behind the st. elmo brady academy model.

“they [Henderson and Vause] still talk to this day. if we can cultivate 
that bonding and mentoring in our program, that would be perfect,” 
says Greer.

Breaking Through Barriers
steM fields are driving u.s. economic growth and show no signs of 
slowing down. 

employment in steM occupations has grown 79 percent – from 9.7 
million jobs in 1990 to 17.3 million in 2016, vastly outpacing employ-
ment in non-steM sectors, according to the Pew research center. 

there’s more good news: data from the u.s. bureau of labor statis-
tics project employment in computer occupations could grow by half 
a million by 2024, and roughly 65,000 new engineering jobs will be 
available in the same timeframe.

but there’s also a downside: growth in engineering and other steM 
occupations is outpacing the supply of skilled workers.

“the future of the engineering profession depends on our ability 
to attract more underrepresented students into steM fields,” says 

instead, he saw young boys – his son Joshua included – solving 
complex math problems and explaining how they did it, making 
catapults, designing spacecraft, solving problems, having fun and, 
most importantly, thinking analytically.

“My favorite parts are the experiments and saturdays – that’s when 
they do the coolest things,” Joshua says. “sometimes, if i’m lucky, i 
get to keep the experiments.”

one project involved the boys creating a rocket of sorts that had to 
land with a toy astronaut figure inside a cup. the goal was to make 
sure the astronaut did not fall out or “get ejected” during landing. 
Joshua and his team came up with a design that had padding under-
neath the bottom to cushion the landing. 

it worked.

another team challenged Joshua’s team. While the challenger’s craft 
fell apart, the astronaut stayed inside the cup. so was it a tie?

Joshua explained that just because the goal had been achieved didn’t 
mean success, because the craft wasn’t “designed to break apart,” so 
it missed the larger goal.

It’s a great partnership, which 
not only lets the fourth and fifth 
graders grow, but also our UH 
students. It expands everyone’s 
world. - JErrod hEndErson

Students and mentors in St. Elmo Brady STEM Academy 
conduct hands-on experiments and solve complex problems
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“it was a proud moment for me,” becerra says. “He had an opinion, 
based on fact and logic. the group setting they’re in, they learn to 
have opinions and to put their thoughts out and contribute to the 
group. i think that’s an important piece of the program.”

in the latter part of 2018 Joshua will participate as a fifth grader. 
both father and son are looking forward to the second year of the 
program.

“back when i was in elementary school, they didn’t have all the 
technology and programs they have now. it just wasn’t part of the 
curriculum,” becerra says. “it’s our responsibility as parents to 
give them the opportunity to grow when it’s there. Yes, it’s a time 
commitment. it’s not easy, it involves saturdays… but at the end of 
the day, it’s worth it.”

seeing participants excited about the program makes it worth it 
for the academy’s two founders. Greer’s favorite memory of this 
journey stems from the pilot program. it involved building mousetrap 
racecars. 

“fathers were literally on their hands and knees on the ground, work-
ing on their cars with the students,” Greer shares. “it was a powerful 
moment for me.”

Henderson agrees. “that was the seed for us,” he says. “that’s when 
we knew we had something to expand upon.”

Joining Forces to Beat the Odds
Henderson, who is also director of ProMes – the Program for Mas-
tery in engineering studies – has long-term ambitions for st. elmo 
brady steM academy. He is thinking in terms of pipeline, supply and 
demand, and impacting the national steM sectors.

according to the new american economy research fund analysis, 
the united states “has a persistent and dramatic shortage of steM 
workers.” in 2010, an estimated 5.4 steM jobs were posted online 
for every one unemployed steM worker. by 2015, such postings 
outnumbered unemployed steM workers by almost 17 to 1. 

in 2016, steM employers still faced the issue: 13 jobs posted online 
for each unemployed worker – roughly 3 million more jobs than the 
number of available professionals who could fill them.

the uH team of researchers hope st. elmo brady steM academy is a 
model that can be duplicated in other areas around the country. cur-
rently it’s being used in champaign, illinois and Houston, but there’s 
some interest in taking it to connecticut and north carolina as well.

“We have an enormous opportunity to impact that pipeline in a key 
place – the city of Houston – by working with fourth and fifth grad-
ers,” Henderson says. “We impact them here, and that will translate 
eventually to making a decision to come to a college of engineering, 
to become graduates in steM, who will then impact the u.s. econ-
omy and the global economy.”

it seems that Henderson’s superpower involves looking into the 
future as well.

“the possibilities are endless,” he says with his trademark grin. 

My favorite parts are 
the experiments and 
Saturdays – that’s 
when they do the 
coolest things.

- Joshua bECErra

the possibilities are endless.

- JErrod 
hEndErson

BIrol 
dIndoruk

Professor of Petroleum engineering

birol dindoruk, a national academy of engi-
neering (nae) member and, until recently, an 
adjunct professor at uH, now joins the cullen 
college part-time as a professor of petroleum 
engineering.

dindoruk’s theoretical and practical work on 
enhanced oil recovery and co2 sequestration 
– which earned him the nae membership – 
began during his time at stanford, where he 
received a Ph.d. in petroleum engineering. 
He also holds an Mba from the uH c.t. bauer 
college of business.

a chief scientist of reservoir physics and 
reservoir engineering at shell international 

FacUlty

e&P inc., dindoruk has extensive experience 
in the oil and gas industry and knowledge of 
its current state to share with uH engineer-
ing students. 

He has taught at uH since 1999 and served as 
a consulting professor at stanford since 2013. 

renIta
horton

assistant Professor of biomedical 
engineering

renita Horton will join the cullen college 
as an assistant professor in the biomedical 
engineering department in January 2019.

Horton comes to uH from Mississippi state 
university (Msu), where she worked as assis-
tant professor of agricultural and biological 

engineering. While at Msu, she established 
the cardiovascular tissue engineering 
laboratory.

Previous to her Msu appointment, Horton 
completed a postdoctoral fellowship at Har-
vard university’s Wyss institute for biologi-
cally inspired engineering. 

Horton received her bachelor’s degree in 
chemical engineering from Msu in 2005. 
she went on to earn a master’s and doctoral 
degree from Harvard in engineering sciences 
with a concentration in biomedical engineer-
ing. she first became affiliated with Harvard 
when she participated in a research experi-
ence for undergraduates summer program – 
funded by the national science foundation – 
at the university’s Materials research science 
and engineering center.

Her research interest lies in better under-
standing the factors leading to heart disease 
and sickle cell anemia. she hopes to use 
that knowledge to improve patient care and 
outcomes. 

7
new 
facuLTy 
Join lineup of 
Houston’s engineers
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FacUlty

jInsook
roh

assistant Professor of biomedical 
engineering

Jinsook roh joins the cullen college as an as-
sistant professor in the biomedical engineer-
ing department. Previously she served as an 
assistant professor of kinesiology at temple 
university in Pennsylvania. she also serves 
as an adjunct professor for northwestern 
university.

Her research focuses on the neural mecha-
nisms of motor coordination in unimpaired 
and neurologically impaired individuals.
she completed her Ph.d. at the Massa-
chusetts institute of technology (Mit) on 
systems and computational neuroscience. 
she worked as a postdoctoral research fellow 
at northwestern university’s rehabilitation 
institute of chicago, where she helped iden-
tify abnormalities in muscle coordination in 
stroke survivors with varying levels of motor 
impairment and addressed basic motor 
control topics. 

she received the american Heart association 
postdoctoral fellowship (2010-2012) and 
several awards for excellence in research and 
fellowships from various institutes. 

hong-yI lI

assistant Professor of civil and 
environmental engineering

Hong-Yi li joins the civil and environmental 
engineering department at the cullen college 
as an assistant professor. Previously, he 

served as associate professor of land resources 
and environmental sciences at Montana state 
university.

li has a Ph.d. in hydrology and water resources 
from the university of illinois at urbana-cham-
paign. He earned a master’s degree in hydrol-
ogy and water resources and a bachelor’s in 
hydraulic and construction engineering from 
tsinghua university in china.

li specializes in hydrological and biogeochem-
ical modeling and analysis. His research inter-
ests include developing innovative modeling 
and data analysis tools to understand lateral 
transport of water, energy and biogeochem-
istry fluxes across land surfaces and through 
river systems under climate and human-in-
duced changes. His work also pursues the 
understanding and representation of two-way 
interactions and feedbacks between human 
and earth systems within the climate-water-
energy-environment nexus.

xIngpeng 
lI

assistant Professor of electrical and 
computer engineering

Xingpeng li is an assistant professor in elec-
trical and computer engineering at the cullen 
college. before joining uH, li worked as a 
senior application engineer at abb inc., a pi-
oneering u.s. company specializing in digital 
technologies for various industries.

li has a Ph.d. in electrical engineering with a 
focus on power systems and a master’s in in-
dustrial engineering with a focus on operations 
research from arizona state university. He also 
earned a master’s in electrical engineering 
with a focus on power systems from Zhejiang 
university in china.

His research interests include cyberattacks, 
energy management, transmission networks, 
and power grids and flow.

Feng-chang 
chang

instructional associate Professor of 
industrial engineering

feng-chang chang joined as an instructional 
associate professor in the industrial engineer-
ing department of the cullen college. before 
coming to uH, he served as an associate 
professor and the coordinator of the indus-
trial management and applied engineering 
program in the technology department of 
southern illinois university (siu). He won 
several outstanding teacher of the Year 
awards at siu.

His research interests include lean manu-
facturing, artificial intelligence, six sigma, 
theory of constraints, computer simulation 
and supply chain management.

desIree 
phIllIps

instructional assistant Professor of 
electrical and computer engineering

desiree Phillips is an instructional assistant 
professor in electrical and computer engineer-
ing at the cullen college. 

she earned a Ph.d. and a master’s degree in 
electrical engineering from the university of 
illinois at urbana-champaign. Her doctoral 
thesis focused on a power system’s role in 
the water-energy nexus, which included ex-
amining the introduction of water costs in 
electricity markets and its effect on optimal 
market bids. 

zhu han, professor of electrical and computer engineering at the cullen college, is 
having a good year.

He’s been awarded a 2018 Moores Professorship, a university-level honor award-
ed annually to uH faculty members who have made outstanding contributions in 
research, teaching and service. each Moores Professor receives a $10,000 annual 
stipend, and the professorship is renewable every five years.

Han, who started in 2008 as an assistant professor in the electrical and computer 
engineering department, considers the award an honor and a significant reward. He 
compared his career in academia to climbing a mountain.

“in the beginning it feels difficult and daunting,” he said. “but when you reach the 
top, it’s beautiful and an achievement.”

this isn’t the only reward Han found at the top of the academia mountain. He was 
named a fellow of the institute for electrical and electronics engineers (ieee) in 
2014 for his contributions to resource allocation and security in wireless communi-
cation and received the ieee distinguished lecturer award in 2015. He also earned 
a national science foundation career award in 2009.

one wall of his office showcases all of his awards and achievements, framed and 
neatly displayed.

When asked what he’s proudest of achieving in his career, Han points to another 
part of his office. this side showcases frame after frame of smiling former students 
he has mentored through the years.

“those photos were taken just before they were leaving uH as graduates and 
moving on to the next chapter,” Han said. “You can see how happy they are. i’m 
proudest of my students.”

He hopes that he’s helped his students be intellectually curious and independent 
thinkers – that they will not only be useful in society, but become leaders.

other Cullen College 
faculty honored by 
various university 
awards are:

christiana chang, instructional assistant 
professor of mechanical engineering, 
won a teaching excellence award in the 
instructor/clinical category. this award 
honors outstanding teaching effort.

Jose luis contreras-vidal, professor 
of electrical and computer engineer-
ing, won an undergraduate research 
Mentoring award. this award recognizes 
faculty – with at least five years mentor-
ship involvement – making a significant 
impact in their field by supporting and 
mentoring undergraduate students in re-
search and scholarship. contreras-Vidal is 
known for working to improve prosthetics 
with brain-computer interfaces.

    

Jacinta conrad, associate professor of 
chemical and biomolecular engineer-
ing, and yan yao, associate professor of 
electrical and computer engineering, re-
ceived awards of excellence in research, 
scholarship and creative activity for the 
2017-2018 academic year. 

uH engineering 
Professor Wins 
Prestigious 

moores 
ProFessorshiP
by rashda Khan
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the late William a. brookshire – a uH 
chemical engineering alumnus – understood 
firsthand the impact that dedicated teachers 
can have on students’ lives. raised without 
means, brookshire often credited his profes-

advice about using available resources better.

“With her help, motivation and influence, 
i passed the class and made an a on the 
final, which led me to believe that i can be a 
mechanical engineer,” he wrote.

chang designs “kitchen sink” quizzes from 
scratch, combining as many exam concepts 
as she can into each problem to challenge 
her students and help them build a strong 
knowledge base. she also creates hands-on 
design workshops to help students learn 
coding and instrumentation. Her open-door 
policy and office hours are resources available 
to any student needing help – whether it’s 
clarification of a confusing concept, career 
advice or tips for more effective study habits.

Her passion for teaching has netted chang 
several other awards. she’s won the cullen 
college of engineering outstanding lecturer 

award for 2014-2015, the student’s choice 
Professor of the Year award in 2015 from uH’s 
american society of Mechanical engineers 
(asMe) student chapter, and a uH teaching 
excellence award in the instructor/clinical 
category for 2017-2018.

While chang is grateful for her awards, she 
is even more grateful that she’s able to help 
students discover their own potential.

“uH students can achieve much more than 
they realize – my job, both as an instructor 
and as a faculty advisor, is to help them real-
ize how much they can achieve,” said chang, 
who is herself a uH engineering alumna. “i 
want students to know they can take on any 
challenge with their uH engineering degree.”

len trombetta

len trombetta, who started teaching at the 
cullen college in 1986, has the reputation of 
being a rigorous and challenging professor 
who genuinely cares about his students.

“i try to treat people in my class as colleagues 
as much as students. in developing lectures, 
i try to reduce complex ideas to their roots,” 
trombetta said. “once in the classroom, i try 
to put myself in the place of students who 

have never seen the material, and to get 
them to think about those roots.”

He is open to trying new methods for more 
effective teaching. a big proponent of 
hands-on, project-based learning, trombetta 
has helped introduce those elements to 
several courses and made engineering “real” 
to students.

trombetta also overhauled the way the 
electrical and computer engineering “circuits 
lab” class was taught. instead of bringing  
electronic workbench tools into a traditional 
classroom and lecture format, he decided to 
take the students into the laboratory. there, 
they work on the equipment while simulta-
neously viewing lectures and demonstrations 
by the instructor.

He has directed numerous M.s. theses and 
Ph.d. dissertations, as well as undergraduate 
research and senior thesis projects.

over the years, trombetta’s dedication has 
earned him several other teaching awards. 
He won the university of Houston’s W.t. 
kittinger teaching excellence award in 2017, 
the cullen college of engineering career 
teaching award in 2010, and the college of 
engineering outstanding teacher award in 
1991, 1994, 2001 and 2008. 

He’s also received some student recognition: 
the ieee (institute of electrical and electron-
ics engineers) student chapter awarded him 
its outstanding teacher award in 2009 and 
eta kappa nu – the international electrical 
and computer engineering honor society 
of the ieee – awarded him the outstanding 
teacher award in 1992.

“students actively seek out his sections 
because the word has passed on from one 
generation of students to the next – that if 
you take his class, you will learn the material 
and be well prepared for the next courses in 
the sequence,” said fritz claydon, director of 
the division of undergraduate programs and 
student success. 

cullen college 
announces

two winners
of inaugural brookshire 
teaching excellence 
awards

by rashda Khan

sors at the cullen college of engineering for 
pushing and inspiring him to complete his 
degree.

Years later, brookshire found a way to give 
back. He donated funds to the cullen college 
to create the William a. brookshire teach-
ing excellence award endowment to honor 
engineering faculty “who demonstrate an 
unwavering commitment to exemplifying the 
highest levels of teaching excellence inside 
the classroom.”

this May the cullen college presented the first 
brookshire teaching excellence awards to two 
engineering faculty who excel in their roles as 
educators – christiana chang, instructional 
assistant professor of mechanical engineering, 
and len trombetta, associate professor of 
electrical and computer engineering.

“dr. brookshire intended for this award 

to recognize engineering professors who 
go above and beyond standard classroom 
lessons to shape and inspire the next gen-
eration of global engineers,” said Joseph W. 
tedesco, elizabeth d. rockwell dean of the 
cullen college of engineering. “christiana 
and len are two of the most dedicated and 
innovative educators i have ever had the 
pleasure of knowing, and i am so pleased 
to see them recognized as the inaugural 
winners of dr. brookshire’s award.”

christiana chang

one of the students who sent in a letter rec-
ommending chang for the award credited 
her for his career. He had just failed his first 
mechanical engineering exam when he ap-
proached chang for advice on whether he 
should continue with the course or drop it.

she responded with tutorials, study tips and 

- dEan JosEph W. tEdEsCo

Christiana and 
len are two of the 
most dedicated and 
innovative educators 
i have ever had the 
pleasure of knowing, 
and i am so pleased to 
see them recognized as 
the inaugural winners 
of dr. brookshire’s 
award.
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Battery exPert 
Powers UP 
With scialog award

by rashda Khan

When it comes to batteries, uh 
engineer yan yao never runs out 
of award-winning ideas.

Yao, an associate professor of electrical and 
computer engineering at the uH cullen col-
lege, and his research partners are known for 
their work creating better, safer and longer 
lasting batteries in the energy storage field. 

He teamed up with Jahan dawlaty of the 
university of southern california and Puja 
Goyal of sunY binghamton to further 
explore the fundamental mechanisms at 
play in aqueous batteries. their work on an 
alternative, non-flammable and rechargeable 
aqueous battery, titled “Proton-coupled elec-
tron transfer in batteries based on quinone 
crystals,” recently received a scialog award 
from the research corporation for science 
advancement.

in March, research by Yao and his post-
doctoral researchers made the cover of 
Angewandte Chemie International Edition, a 
renowned chemistry journal.

in 2017, Yao’s group announced a technical 
breakthrough in aqueous batteries using 
inexpensive, organic quinone materials. a 
paper on this was published in Nature Materi-
als. He was also named a scialog fellow and 
received funding from the department of 
energy’s battery500 consortium the same year.

other accolades earned by Yao include: 
the robert a. Welch Professorship by uH’s 
texas center for superconductivity (tcsuH), 
the ralph e. Powe Junior faculty enhance-
ment award from the oak ridge associated 
universities and the 2013 office of naval 
research Young investigator award. 

He is part of a team of uH researchers work-
ing with the oil industry to develop new ways 
to predict when an offshore drilling rig is at 
risk for a potentially catastrophic accident. 
the work is funded by a $1.2 million grant 
from the national academies of sciences, 
engineering and Medicine. it was inspired by 
the deepwater Horizon explosion in 2010, 
which left 11 crew members dead and spilled 
more than 3 million barrels of oil into the 
Gulf of Mexico, sparking efforts to better 
understand the movement of hydrocarbons 
in offshore drilling.

other projects kostarelos and his students 
are tackling involve improving oil recovery 
for unconventional reservoirs and working 
with alternatives to carbon dioxide that could 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

the sPe award recognizes kostarelos’ out-
standing contributions at the regional level. 
He received it at the 2018 sPe awards and 
scholarships banquet on May 25 at the Hess 
club in Houston.

sPe is the primary professional organization 
for petroleum engineers around the world, 
with the Gulf coast section (Gcs) of sPe 
alone boasting more than 17,000 members. 
the mission of the sPe-Gcs is to enhance 
technical knowledge among its members, 
promote professional development and net-
working in industry, support local education 
initiatives and perform community service in 
the greater Houston area. 

Professor earns 

legion oF honor award
from society of 
Petroleum engineers

by rashda Khan

ali daneshy, adjunct 
professor of petroleum en-
gineering at the university 
of Houston and president of 
daneshy consultants inter-
national, was honored with a 2018 society of 
Petroleum engineers (sPe) legion of Honor 
award.

society oF PetroleUm 
engineers 
recognizes Professor for 
innovative contributions to 
oil and Gas industry

by rashda Khan

the Gulf coast region of 
the society of Petroleum 
engineers (sPe) recognized 
Konstantinos Kostarelos, 
associate professor of 
petroleum engineering, with the 2018 re-
gional distinguished achievement award 
for Petroleum engineering faculty.

“Just being nominated for this award is 
rewarding when you know that students 
appreciate your efforts to pass on knowledge 
to them, so being selected is really special,” 
kostarelos said. “i am humbled when i see 
the names of others who received this award 
in the past.”

Previous uH recipients of the award in-
clude subsea engineering program director 
Phaneendra kondapi in 2017 and tom 
Holley – founding director of the petro-
leum engineering department – in 2014. 
With kostarelos, that’s three uH recipients 
in the last five years.

kostarelos is known for innovative research 
in the oil and gas field. in 2017, he and his 
students built a prototype device to address 
the issue of blockage inside crude oil pipes 
– a common and costly problem in the oil 
industry. the process involves putting two 
electrical plates, highly charged at 4,000 
volts, into the pipe. blockage-causing asphal-
tene molecules are then pulled to the plates 
and removed from the oil.

the year before kostarelos designed a way to 
use applied enhanced oil recovery methods 
to clean up the site of an underground fuel 
leak in denmark, recovering 35,000 kilo-
grams of jet fuel. He also developed an optical 
fiber chemical sensor that can be used in the 
subsurface environment.

“i am humbled and honored to receive this
award,” daneshy said. “i am grateful for the 
work and technical contributions of my col-
leagues and fellow sPe members who have 
generously shared their knowledge with the 
rest of our oil and gas community and made 
it possible for others to add their piece to the 
foundation built by them.”

the award, which recognizes individuals with 
50 years of continuous sPe membership, was 
presented last May at the sPe Gulf coast sec-
tion annual awards and scholarship banquet 
at the Hess club in Houston.

daneshy earned a M.s. in mining engineering 
from the university of tehran and a M.s. 
in mineral engineering (rock mechanics) 
from the university of Minnesota, as well 
as a Ph.d. in mineral engineering from the 
university of Missouri-rolla.

He has 49 years of experience in the oil and 
gas industry and wrote more than 50 tech-
nical papers related to hydraulic fracturing. 
Previous accolades include sPe honorary 
membership, distinguished service and 
distinguished member awards.

daneshy is also the co-editor-in-chief of 
Hydraulic Fracturing Journal, a quarterly 
publication dedicated to technology and 
operations of hydraulic fracturing.

His advice to students and young engineers 
is simple – talent and hard work will always 
be rewarded. “keep toiling, do not get dis-
couraged by the stumbling blocks that you 
will encounter along your academic path,” 
daneshy said. “keep plugging and the light 
at the end of the tunnel will be bright and 
beautiful.” 

Yan Yao is creating better, 
safer and longer lasting 
batteries – and winning 
plenty of awards along 
the way

Keep plugging and the 
light at the end of the 
tunnel will be bright and 
beautiful.

- ali danEshY
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brian skeels, adjunct professor with the 
subsea engineering program, received the 
2018 distinguished achievement award for 
individuals at the offshore technology con-
ference (otc) – one of the biggest energy 
expositions in the world – on May 1.

“to be recognized with the giants of the off-
shore industry is truly humbling,” skeels said. 
“My career has been filled with wonderful 
mentors and leaders, some of whom have 
been recipients of this award.”

the award recognizes skeels for his pio-
neering subsea completions in record water 
depths and the development of new tieback 
connections that have redefined industry 
standards. His innovative designs in subsea 
completions – systems of pipes, connections 
and valves on the ocean floor that gather hy-
drocarbons produced from completed wells 
– held world record water depths from 1986 
through 2010 and established the first 10,000 
pounds per square inch (psi) and 15,000 psi 
subsea completions in the Gulf of Mexico.

other firsts under his belt include the first 
guideline-less subsea tree, first driverless lay-
away flowline system in brazil and the Gulf of 
Mexico, and the first subsea well tieback to a 

spar (a type of floating oil platform).

“being able to be part of the first of anything 
is every engineer’s dream, and it’s gratifying 
to see that subsequent generations of design 
haven’t wandered too far from what you 
originally dreamt up,” skeels said.

skeels has about 39 years of experience in 
subsea completion and offshore pipeline 
design and installation. He authored nearly 
40 technical papers and articles and holds 14 
u.s. patents for oil and gas industry-related 
technology. He has served on the american 
Petroleum institute’s subcommittee 17 for 
subsea Production systems – on their lead-
ership team and chairing several task groups 
for equipment standards – since 1984.

in addition to teaching at uH, skeels serves 
as senior technical advisor, technology fellow 
and emerging technologies director at tech-
nipfMc. His work involves strategic planning 
for frontier technologies – such as HPHt 
(high pressure, high temperature) equip-
ment, deepwater and remote light well inter-
vention – and new business opportunities, 
including remotely operated underwater 
vehicles (roVs), remote robotics technolo-
gies and hydrate remediation programs.

uH subsea engineering Professor receives 

distingUished achievement award 

at 50th offshore technology conference

skeels became an american society of Mechanical 
engineers (asMe) fellow in 2010 and received the 
titanium crawfish award that year from asMe’s 
uH student chapter.

He has been involved in an advisory capacity with 
the otc, deep offshore technology (dot) confer-
ence, World oil HPHt conferences, asMe interna-
tional Petroleum technology institute deepwater 
conference, sPe forum series conferences on 
subsea Production and other organizations.

“it’s a proud moment for our subsea program and 
uH to have our adjunct professor receive the high-
est individual award at otc for his pioneering and 
extraordinary work,” said Phaneendra kondapi, 
director of the uH subsea program and a former 
colleague of skeels at fMc technologies. “brian 
loves to share his wisdom and experience with our 
students through his ‘subsea systems’ class and we 
are very fortunate to have him in the program. He 
is one of our best instructors and it’s very rare to 
see such passion and dedication towards students.”

by rashda Khan

i’m a designer at heart. 
present me with a 

problem and a clean 
sheet of paper, and i’m 

a happy camper.

- brian sKEEls

sUBsea 
engineering
exPloring the dePths oF Underwater energy

coUrSeS AvAIlABle In 
PerSon And onlIne 

subsea.eGr.uh.edu

skeels’ advice for recent 
graduates entering the 

subsea engineering field:

1  read colin Powell’s autobiography “My 
american Journey” and “the unwritten 

laws of engineering” by J.G. skakoon and 
W.J. king. they contain common sense 
advice that’s pretty sage and that we all 

too often forget.

2  family always comes first.

3  ask questions and learn from them. keep 
asking questions forever.

4  Presentation skills get you noticed.

5  delegate with equal amounts of responsi-
bility and authority.

6  Working hard gives you the right and 
opportunity to play hard.

7  keep it simple – make it symmetric.

8  Management can be a technology contra-
diction.

9  be skeptical, but stop short of becoming a 
curmudgeon. 
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aPPointed By national science FoUndation 
as Program director
by rashda Khan
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elebeoba e. May, associate professor of 
biomedical engineering at the uH cullen 
college, received a $215,032 intergovern-
mental Personnel act (iPa) award from the 
national science foundation (nsf).

the award supports her year-long appoint-
ment at the nsf as a program director of 
the systems and synthetic biology cluster 
within the Molecular and cellular biosciences 
division.

as a program director, May will make funding 
recommendations; influence new directions 
in the fields of science, engineering and 
education; and support cutting-edge inter-
disciplinary research.

“it’s a really unique opportunity,” May said. 
“i get to engage the seemingly disparate 
research communities and generate a multi-
disciplinary conversation.”

she said the interaction of biosciences and 
engineering is a growing area with many 
opportunities.

May, whose teaching and research at uH 
focus on computational and experimen-
tal methods to study host-pathogen and 
microbial community interactions, said a lot 
of questions need to be answered in order to 
achieve a sustainable bio-based economy.
for example: How do you make the biosci-
ences more predictive? How can scientists 

control bio-systems in order to integrate 
them with industrial processes? How can 
we industrialize the production of biological 
components to realize mass production 
of bio-based products?

“the more we can integrate engineering 
and mathematical methods with biological 
sciences, the more likely we are to achieve 
reliable bio-manufacturing of novel products 
and therapeutics,” May said, adding that she 
hopes to encourage conversations between 
engineers, mathematicians, scientists and 
researchers in the biosciences during her 
time at the nsf.

one of the aspects she’s enjoying most in her 
new position is the scientific exchanges with 
others – not just within her cluster and divi-
sion, but with individuals across the nsf as 
well as at other organizations on the national 
and international level.

“there are lots of moving parts and opportu-
nities,” May said. “science has no boundaries 
and it’s exciting to see that in action.”

the prestigious appointment will not only im-
pact May’s career, but also her students and 
uH. she plans to bring back the knowledge 
she gains from her experience, including an 
understanding of where the bioengineering 
field is headed. she wants to help ensure uH 
is aware of emerging opportunities at the 
intersection of biology and engineering.

the nsf is an independent federal agency 
that supports fundamental research and 
education across all fields of science and 
engineering. according to the nsf website, 
the agency receives more than 48,000 com-
petitive proposals for funding annually and 
makes about 12,000 new funding awards.

“u.s. taxpayer dollars support federal-
ly-funded research that fuel discoveries to 
not only benefit our society, but global com-
munities, now and in the future,” said May, 
who has previously received nsf funding 
for research and served on nsf review 
panels. “it’s great to see what the nsf does 
and be able to contribute to it.” 

Science has no 
boundaries and it’s 
exciting to see that in 
action.
- ElEbEoba E. MaY

new and interesting things are being made 
at the uH Makerspace, which opened this 
spring in the M.d. anderson library.

two university of Houston electrical and 
computer engineering students – Kaushik 
Mandiga and denny luong – exhibited 
the robots they made in the Makerspace at 
the 2018 electrical and computer engineer-
ing department Heads association confer-
ence in california. ecedHa is a nonprofit 
that serves a membership of about 300 
colleges and universities.

“the best part of the conference was net-
working and socializing with all the people 
in the industry who were present,” said 
Mandiga. “they were genuinely interested 
in our projects and gave us plenty of terrific 
advice.”

one of the projects displayed was the 
“non-living assembling Machine ensemble,” 
or n.a.M.e., featuring seven robots able 
to assemble into different preset positions 
based on user input.

the Makerspace, a collaboration between 
the uH library and the cullen college’s 
electrical and computer engineering 
department, has five work bays open to 
individuals or groups to use for maker 
activities. a sixth bay offers access to high-
end measurement and testing equipment. 
Walk-up use and class reservations are 

stUdents

available. students can bring their own 
materials or use what’s available in the 
Makerspace – outfitted with a variety of 
kits, supplies and tools for programming 
and electronics projects.

“the uH Makerspace is an exciting place 
for students to build projects in their free 
time and a great outlet to experiment with 
ideas,” luong said. “i participated in the 
Makerspace for fun as it is a passion of 
mine to create projects and work on teams 
with other people.”

luong said his next project will be to build 
a sentient-like robot to tie in with artificial 
intelligence.

Mandiga also has plans for the Makerspace. 

“in the short term, i plan to use the Mak-
erspace to help finish my capstone design 
project and for any simple side projects i 
can think of and find time to create,” he 
said. 

uH students exhibit robots 

created in makersPace
by rashda Khan

Denny Luong (left) and Kaushik 
Mandiga display robotic projects at 

the 2018 ECEDHA Conference what will 
yoU create?

libraries.uh.edu/spaces/
makerspace/

Image credit: Modern Robotics
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 cambridge,    
       massachusetts
 
Mohammad sarraf Joshaghani, who is 
pursuing a Ph.d. in computational mechan-
ics, won first place in the computational Me-
chanics best Poster competition at the 2018 
engineering Mechanics institute conference. 
He was among 14 participants chosen from 
around the world to compete. the poster 
reflected work by Joshaghani’s research team 
on a mathematical framework for computers 
to model complex network systems in nature 
and numerically solve flow-transport issues in 
different settings.

  state 
college, pennsylvania

narendra dewangan, a Ph.d. student in 
chemical engineering, presented a poster 
titled “effect of dispersants on adhesion of 
bacteria on oil/water interfaces” at the 92nd 
american chemical society (acs) colloid and 
surface science symposium at Penn state 
university. His poster was one of three to win 
an award from among 70 entries. dewan-
gan’s poster focused on how dispersants – a 
class of chemicals designed to remove oil 
from the water surface in oil spill cleanups 
– affect the bacteria adhesion on oil/water 
interface since the presence of dispersants 
alters the interfacial properties.

charlotte, 
     north carolina

sara Pouladi, a Ph.d. student in materials 
science and engineering, received an albert 
thumann scholarship from the foundation of 
the association of energy engineers (faee). 
she was the top ranked out of three recip-
ients of the 2018 albert thumann, which 
is the top honored scholarship in the faee 
program. Pouladi will receive $4,000 to help 
with her tuition, a one-year membership 
to aee and conference registration fees for 
the 2018 World energy congress – hosted 
by duke energy – this october in charlotte, 
north carolina.

minneapolis,    
     minnesota

biomedical engineering Ph.d. student Musa 
ozturk presented a poster at the neuro-
modulation symposium at the university of 
Minnesota and won second place out of 120 
presentations. neuromodulation encompass-
es a broad range of implantable and nonin-
vasive technology-based approaches for the 
treatment of neurological and psychiatric 
disorders. ozturk’s poster focused on assess-
ing the measurement methods for symptom 
severity in patients with Parkinson’s disease. 

   berkeley, california

danny Guevara, a mechanical engineering 
undergraduate, was recently selected for the 
prestigious science undergraduate laborato-
ry internships (suli) program. He will spend 
the fall semester conducting research at the 
lawrence berkeley national laboratory in 
california. Guevara, who is interested in the 
dynamics of human motion, is a member of 
the uH research lab of christopher J. arella-
no, assistant professor in the department of 
health and human performance. there, he 
assists with research projects and helps build 
and design custom structures for future 
biomechanics experiments.

  san diego, california

Justin brantley, a Ph.d. student in electri-
cal and computer engineering, accepted 
an invitation to speak at the eighth annual 
enhancing neuroscience diversity through 
undergraduate research education experi-
ences (endure) meeting at the society for 
neuroscience in san diego in november. 
endure is the blueprint initiative of the 
national institutes of Health. He will provide 
a 15-minute talk highlighting his personal ca-
reer path and lessons learned along the way 
to illustrate what a successful neuroscience 
research career involves, share best practices 
for graduate school and convey research 
advances and opportunities in the field. 

The 
Conference 
Circuit

1

2

3

4

5

6
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serrae reed, a mechanical 
engineering senior at the Cullen 
College of Engineering, is at a 
bittersweet point in life.

on one hand, she’ll be graduating this year 
and leaving behind her family and her 
university of Houston community – both of 
which supported her through thick and thin. 
on the other hand, she’s won one of the 60 
prestigious 2018 ford foundation Predoc-
toral fellowships and is on her way to Yale 
university to earn her Ph.d. in mechanical 
engineering and materials science.

“i’m very grateful for everything uH has done 
for me. being here has always made me feel 
that i had a lot of people on my team,” reed 
said. “it was a really good place to grow and 
succeed for the last four years.”

at times her journey seemed a bit atypical, 
but reed likes to learn, explore and forge her 
own path. along the way she’s earned several 
accolades and achievements. in particular, 
she was chosen as the outstanding Mechan-
ical engineering student at the uH cullen 
college of engineering for three consecutive 
years. she also participates in the Honors en-
gineering Program and Program for Mastery 
in engineering studies (ProMes).

reed launched two writing-related commu-
nity service programs while at uH. each uses 
uH student volunteers to tutor Houston-area 
youngsters. she created Writing to inspire 
successful education as part of the uH bon-
ner leaders Program, and then – in fall 2016 
– developed the Houston scholars Writing 
Workshops to help 11th graders prepare their 
college essays.

Gaining a wide variety of experience is 
important, reed said. “trying out new things 
kind of gave birth to new passions that i 
didn’t know i had, such as research,” she said.

disCovEr        
          your passions

she worked as an arizona state university 
research fellow during the summer of 2016 
on a project that reported on the energy 
requirements of delamination of solar 
panels, the second step in the disposal and 
recycling process of photovoltaic waste. this 
experience spring-boarded her interest in 
academia.

that same year, reed won the Houston 
scholars Program’s competitive independent 
research grant and used it to research making 
solar cell photovoltaics more affordable and 
efficient with a process known as thin film 
deposition using gallium arsenide instead of 
the traditional silicon.

in 2017, she attended a week-long shell drill-
ing and Production training camp to better 
understand subsea wells, drilling, casing, pro-
duction operations and well equipment. reed 
also worked for lyondellbasell as a machinery 
reliability intern at their channelview plant.

the ford fellowship, administered by the 
national academies of sciences, engineering 
and Medicine, is her most recent achieve-
ment. it will provide three years of support 
for reed.

“When people often talk about uH, they know 
that it’s a good school but i don’t think they 
necessarily understand that the resources we 
have here – undergraduate research, access 
to internships and mentoring – are really top 
notch and that we’re competitive on a nation-
al level,” reed said. “this [award] just proves 
that. i’m happy with how it all turned out.”

at Yale, reed will be working in the labora-
tories of two mechanical engineering and 
materials science professors – with Judy cha 
on a research project involving 2-d layered 
nanochalcogenides and with rebecca kram-
er-bottiglio on a soft robotics project.

she also plans to continue giving back and 
addressing community needs. “i’m trying 
to get a good feel for what service commit-
ments are already active there, and where 
are the voids that i could possibly fill with my 
passion for community service,” she said.

other than that, she’s keeping her options 
open and exploring new paths. 

uH senior Wins Prestigious 

Ford FoUndation FellowshiP
by rashda Khan

3 tips for college 
from Serrae Reed

1  

building relationships is 
really important. it’s important 

to go to class, but also to visit 
your professors during office 
hours, even if you don’t have 

extremely important questions. 
these relationships can lead 

to partnerships for community 
service projects, potential 

research projects and references 
down the line.

2

make it a priority to get at 
least one research experience, 

one community service 
experience and one industry 
experience. that way, when 

you’re in your senior year, 
you’ll have plenty of material 
and experience to draw upon 
when it comes to interviews 

and applications, regardless of 
whether you want to go into 

academia or industry.

3

apply for fellowships starting 
your sophomore year because 

you can win funding to study 
abroad, conduct research or start 

a project after your first year.
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Priscella asman fell in love online – more 
than 6,000 miles across the north atlantic 
ocean while sitting at a computer in Ghana 
– with the biomedical engineering program 
at the university of Houston.

she read about cullen college of engineering 
researchers looking for biomarkers for differ-
ent diseases and about students working in 
labs who saw medical problems in the field 
thanks to the university’s proximity to the 
largest medical center in the world. she read 
about uH biomedical engineer nuri ince 
building a device to improve treatments for 
patients afflicted with Parkinson’s disease.

“it was all so inspiring,” said asman, who has 
a bachelor’s in biomedical engineering from 
kwame nkrumah university of science and 
technology and previously worked as a qual-
ity control officer for MediWise international 
company ltd. she applied to the master’s 
program, but didn’t think she’d get accepted.

asman was not only accepted, but also got 
to work with ince in his lab. With a talent 
for bioinstrumentation, she first rebuilt a 
device connected to the Parkinson’s disease 

research and then built a digital glove – a 
low-cost device to monitor sensory responses 
while patients undergo surgery.

“i’m all for coming up with new ways to do 
something – anything that involves helping 
people, anything that involves hands-on 
work where i’m building something,” asman 
said.

as her master’s studies and her research 
project drew closer to completion, asman 
started dreaming of earning a Ph.d. in bio-
medical engineering at uH. Her big concern 
was how to pay for it.

ince, who is also asman’s graduate advisor, 
told her about the international fellowship 
from the american association of university 
Women (aauW). the organization awards 
fellowships for full-time study or research to 
women who are not u.s. citizens or perma-
nent residents. both graduate and post-grad-
uate studies are supported. More than 3,600 
women from more than 145 countries have 
received aauW fellowships.

she applied for a fellowship and became one 
of 245 aauW award winners for the 2018-
2019 award year.

“the fellowship is a great help, even to the 
point where i can actually pay back my par-
ents,” said asman, choking up as she recalled 
her mother spending her savings to make 
her daughter’s dream come true by sending 
her halfway across the world to attend school 
at uH and her father’s encouragement and 
support. “When things are hard, i remember 
my parents and all that they have done to 
get me to this point. that’s what keeps me 
going.”

she’s excited about continuing her studies 
and research, working with ince and building 
her expertise in the biomedical field.

“i have done biomedical so long that i have 
fallen in love with it,” said asman, who is 
now inspiring others. “People, my younger 
sister, look up to me back at home. i tell 
them, ‘i’m just like you. i really struggled, 
but i have come this far and i really like it.’ i 
encourage them.” 

i’m all for coming up 
with new ways to do 
something – anything 
that involves helping 
people, anything that 
involves hands-on work 
where i’m building 
something.
- prisCElla asMan

by rashda Khan

Grad student Wins Prestigious 
fellowship, continues to 

follow Her dreams

HOUSTON

GHANA

From

to
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industrial engineering professor randal 
sitton begins his “engineering systems 
design” class with the same introduction 
each year: 

“this is the hardest class 
you’re ever going to take.”

it’s no small claim. Most of the undergraduate students in 
sitton’s class are seniors, some mere months away from grad-
uation. all have made it through the rigorous coursework, labs 
and exams leading up to this class – if you can call it that.

“in the senior design course, the project is the class,” sitton 
said. 

at the uH cullen college of engineering, all undergraduates 
take a senior design course, also called a capstone design 
course, in their final year of school, applying all of the engi-
neering knowledge and skills they’ve learned so far to solve a 
real-world problem. 

in architecture a capstone is affixed to the top of an edifice, rep-
resenting a crowning achievement. like its namesake, sitton’s 
class represents the final academic triumph for these students.  

“the senior design course is a bridge between academia and 
the real world,” sitton explained.

down to business

during the first week of class, sitton randomly creates student 
teams and presents each group with their real-world challenge. 

“all of the projects are sponsored by companies who come to 
us with a specific problem they’re facing in the industry and ask 
if we can find a solution to it,” said sitton.

last spring leading pipe manufacturer tenaris sponsored a 
student team to increase safety while reducing the time it takes 
to conduct collapse testing at tenarisbaycity in bay city, texas. 
trafficware, a company specializing in the manufacture and de-
sign of traffic management hardware and software, sponsored 
a project to increase efficiency and improve storage space by 
redesigning the company’s stockroom.

once the projects are assigned, sitton steps back from his 
traditional role as a professor. there is no weekly lecture or 
chalkboard problem-solving. instead, students file weekly 
status reports with sitton, whose role is more project facilitator 
than teacher. 

the reality of

Project-Based 
learning

by audrey Grayson
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there is no hand-holding, no long-winded 
discussions about what to do next, how to 
do it or who to ask for help along the way. 
in sitton’s words, there’s only one thing for 
the students to do next: “they have to get 
creative.” 

“there’s no silver bullet in the real world. 
sometimes there are clear answers, and 
sometimes there’s not. sometimes not even 
the problem itself is clear or well-defined,” 
sitton said. 

no hypotheticals

for industrial engineering student amanda 
herrera, the most difficult course she ever 
took at the cullen college of engineering was 
also the most rewarding.  

“dr. sitton was right. this was by far the hard-
est class i took as an undergrad,” Herrera said. 

Herrera was assigned to a team with fellow 
industrial engineering undergrads brandon 
Kwan, cindy sanchez and craigan Wild. 
the group was asked to scrutinize a rather 
large and ill-defined optimization problem: 
Md anderson cancer center’s operating 
room (or) turnover time – the time between 
one patient leaving the or and the next 
patient entering the or – is approximately 
56 minutes. 

their task was to reduce the or turnover time 
to the national average of 30 minutes. 

in addition to solving a complex real-world 
problem in one academic semester, there 
were also the challenges of juggling sched-
ules, delegating workloads, communicating 
effectively and managing emotions among a 
team of very different personalities. 

“the project-based learning course taught 
me so much more than a traditional class. We 
were given a really tough real-world problem 
– not a hypothetical problem – that a com-
pany was facing and needed to fix,” Herrera 
said. “We had to learn by doing and we had to 
come together as a team to get it done.” 

first things first

before they could work on tackling the 
problem, the uH team had to start with the 
basics. sitton requires each group to complete 
a project overview statement outlining their 
problem, objectives, goals, obstacles and 
success criteria. the project sponsors approve 
each team’s statement before the real work 
begins. 

Herrera’s team worked with Md anderson 
project facilitators and senior healthcare 
systems engineers dalia farhat and ashley 
robinson, who acted as liaisons between the 
uH engineering students and Md anderson’s 
operations executives. 

“everyone we worked with at Md anderson 
treated us like legitimate contractors rather 
than a student team, and at first that really 
intimidated us,” Herrera said. 

Visits to Md anderson and meetings with 
project facilitators were scheduled between 
classes, tests, study groups, part-time jobs, 
families and social lives. the student team 
met each tuesday and thursday to discuss 
project deliverables and milestones, report-
ing their progress to farhat and robinson by 
weekly emails. 

“they had a thorough project plan and time-
line, which they delivered to us without us 

asking them for it. they gave regular progress 
reports and sent their questions for each 
meeting ahead of time so that we had time 
to prepare. i was beyond impressed,” farhat 
said.

the students’ efficiency, organization and 
hard work paid off by the end of the course – 
to the tune of $3.5 million.

Solving a multi-million dollar 
problem

operating rooms are one of the most ex-
pensive components of hospital operations. 
increasing efficiency and productivity in the 
cleanup and setup that takes place between 
each surgery can mean incredible cost savings. 
but the solution is multifaceted and complex, 
involving human factors, room layouts, sched-
uling, staffing, hospital culture and equipment 
organization.

“so many factors have to be taken into 
consideration to solve this problem,” Her-
rera said. “Md anderson knew there was a 
problem, but they didn’t know where it was 
coming from. We had to look at their whole 
system to get the answers.”

the team started by interviewing the entire 
or staff, including doctors, nurses, anesthe-
siologists, maintenance and cleaning person-
nel, to understand their roles. then the uH 
students verified the anecdotal information 
with video footage of the or operations, 
taking notes on the processes, shift changes, 
staffing levels and seemingly minute details 
that can impact or turnover time.

“We began to notice all of the little problems 
that created the big problem,” Herrera said. 

by standardizing cleanup and setup process-
es, instituting new safety and time-saving 
procedures, reorganizing equipment, and 
changing staffing levels and schedules, the 
student team successfully reduced the turn-
over time to 30 minutes and identified more 
than $3.5 million in potential cost-savings in 
the process.

“the [uH engineering] team completed the 
project in two and a half months. that’s a lot 
of work,” farhat said.

try before you buy

each senior design class culminates with the 
student teams presenting their solutions to 
the companies or individuals who sponsored 
their project. Herrera and her teammates pre-
sented their findings to an audience of more 
than 25 senior engineers at Md anderson. 

“they came up with extremely valuable 
solutions and the engineering team was very 
impressed with their presentation,” farhat 
said.

the uH team’s recommendations are being 
reviewed and may be implemented at Md 
anderson as early as this fall, farhat said.
“there’s a ‘try before you buy’ aspect to the 
course,” sitton said. “the students get a 

glimpse into what it’s really like to work in a 
certain industry, and companies get a chance 
to test out potential employees.”

as a result, senior design courses can lead 
to job and internship offers for many cullen 
college students. 

that may very well be the case for Herrera, 
who envisions a future for herself in the 
healthcare field. 

“i dreamed of working in healthcare before 
this project, and now i can’t imagine working 
anywhere else,” she said. “Working at Md 
anderson would be a dream come true.” 

the students get a 
glimpse into what it’s 
really like to work in a 
certain industry, and 

companies get a chance 
to test out potential 

employees.

- randal sitton

We had to 
learn by doing 
and we had to 
come together 
as a team to 
get it done.

- aManda hErrEra

Students were tasked with reducing MD Anderson’s OR turnover time 
from 56 to 30 minutes in just two and a half months
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did you always know that you wanted 
to be an engineer?

vZ: i never had a plan to be an engineer 
early on. When i was a junior in high 

school i think i was only interested in playing 
baseball and other sports.

why did you pursue industrial engineer-
ing in college?

vZ: i grew up inside of my parents’ grocery 
store in Miami, so i was always 

interested in business. engineering, science 
and math came pretty naturally to me, and i 
enjoyed those subjects in school, so that led 
me to pursue an engineering degree at the 
university of florida. 

one of my “intro to engineering” courses 
went over all of the different engineering 
disciplines and careers. that’s the first time 
i was introduced to industrial engineering – 
they sold it as a broad field, a combination of 
science and business. it was a perfect blend 
of the two things i was most interested in.

why did you decide to continue on to 
graduate school after earning your 
bachelor’s in ie?

vZ:  When i became a senior at the univer-
sity of florida i interviewed for several 

jobs and got job offers but none of them 
seemed interesting to me, so i decided rather 
than take a job i wasn’t passionate about i’d 
stay in school. after i finished my master’s 
degree i got fewer job offers, but they were 
more interesting. i chose to take a position at 
lockheed Martin in the dallas area.

what prompted you to make the transi-
tion from private industry to academia?

vZ:  While working at lockheed i was 
asked to teach a night course at texas 

christian university (tcu) in fort Worth 
pretty much out of the blue. i had never 
taught anything before in my life, but i 
decided just to do it. in the early part of 
teaching that course i realized that this is 
what i want to do for the rest of my career 
rather than working in industry. 

a passion 

for Paying it Forward:

victor zalooM (Ph.d. Ie ’70) is a man with interests as 

broad and deep as the industrial engineering (Ie) field in which he 

works. A professor of industrial engineering at lamar University, 

Zaloom has really done it all, working in research, industry, teach-

ing and academic administration. But it is his passion for teaching, 

influencing and shaping the next generation of industrial engi-

neers that continues to drive him. 

how did you end up at the university of 
houston to pursue your doctoral degree 
in ie?

vZ:  once i found my passion for teaching 
i knew i needed to get my doctoral 

degree to compete for professor positions. 
then i seriously started looking at Ph.d. 
programs. i was drawn to the city of Houston 
and the industrial engineering department at 
uH, but i had a family and needed financial 
support to get my Ph.d. the uH cullen 
college offered me a fellowship right away 
and i made the decision to leave my job at 
lockheed to pursue my degree at uH. 

did you find that doors opened for you 
after earning your doctoral degree in 
industrial engineering from uh?

vZ:  Without it i couldn’t have had the 
career that i’ve had. i owe uH a lot for 

believing in me from the start. they looked 
at my background – i had good degrees, i 
was mature and had experience working in 
industry – and they offered me financial 
support to pursue my degree and didn’t ask 
me to prove myself first. that meant a lot to 
me. uH was a very welcoming place for me.

where did your career take you from 
there?

vZ:  after earning my Ph.d. in 1970 i joined 
the ie faculty at auburn university and 

taught there until ’78. that really got me a 
great start in my academic career.

i had decided early on in my career that 
i’d like to be a department chair. the role 
combines teaching as well as administration 
and management, which really appeals to 
me. i had an opportunity to do that at north 
carolina a&t state university in Greensboro, 
north carolina, a historically black school 
that had just started an industrial engineer-
ing department at the time. i was the depart-
ment chair there from ’78 to ’81, and during 
that time i got the department accredited by 
the accreditation board for engineering and 
technology (abet). 

then i was offered a bit of a promotion 
at lamar university – a department chair 
position as well as heading up their graduate 
program in engineering. i jumped at the op-
portunity and i’ve been at lamar university 

since then. i have also served as the chairman 
of the industrial engineering department, 
associate dean of engineering, interim dean 
of the college of engineering, dean of the 
graduate school and, of course, professor of 
industrial engineering. 

Q&A WitH Victor ZalooM

by audrey Grayson

 
you are a longtime supporter of uh 
engineering and have established the 
dr. victor a. Zaloom scholarship endow-
ment for industrial engineering students. 
why do you feel it is important to give 
back to your alma mater?

vZ:  My career is totally dependent on the 
university of Houston believing in me 

and helping me with financial support and 
with office space while i earned my 
doctoral degree. the faculty at the cullen 
college were very friendly and treated me as 
an adult – not just as a student, but as a 
fellow scholar. that shaped me a great deal 
and helped solidify my goal of becoming a 
faculty member myself. it’s so important to 
me to help ensure future ie students have 
the same opportunities that i did.

where do you see the ie field going in 
the future?

vZ:  i think ie is going to be an important 
major for the information economy. 

industrial engineers are very flexible and i 
think that’s a very important quality to have 
today. fifty years ago you could have one 
career your whole life, but nowadays you 
need to change career paths maybe several 
times to be successful. With industrial 
engineering, the flexibility and broadness of 
the degree is very amenable to that. i think 
the kinds of people who are attracted to ie 
are the kinds of people that our country 
needs to lead us into the future. 

do you have any career advice for cur-
rent ie students?

vZ:  find your passion, no matter what it 
is. You need to find out what type of 

work you want to do. Whether it’s teaching 
and research, administration, working as an 
ie in a company or working for yourself as a 
consultant – find your passion and pursue it. 

i often repeat confucius’ words to my 
students: “choose a job you love and you’ll 
never have to work a day in your life.” it’s so 
important to find your passion. i found mine 
very inadvertently. i was working for a com-
pany and got a call one day and was asked to 
teach a course. i had no idea if i wanted to be 
a teacher but i was open-minded and willing 
to make sacrifices, and that allowed me to 
find my passion. i would wish anybody to do 
that. as a professor i try to encourage and 
help my students to do the same.

socrates said the “unexamined life is not 
worth living.” in that case, look at where you 
are and if you’re not doing something you 
want to do, then look at your options and 
pursue them. 

Q&A

it’s so important to me 
to help ensure future iE 
students have the same 
opportunities that i did.

- viCtor zalooM
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2018 Engineering alumni association gala 
celebrates five outstanding uh engineers

the 2018 uH cullen college of engineering alumni awards Gala 
was held at the bayou city event center on thursday, June 7. the 
annual event, hosted by the engineering alumni association (eaa), 
celebrates the professional achievements and contributions of 
cullen college alumni and faculty.

Cullen College honors 
distinguished alumni and Faculty 
at annual

benton F. baugh (bsMe ’67), Ph.d., P.e., a 
member of the national academy of engi-
neering and a charter fellow of the national 
academy of inventors, serves as the presi-
dent of baugh consulting engineers, inc., 
which provides oilfield-related consulting, 
patent licensing and expert witness work. 
With more than 55 years of experience in 
oilfield and subsea systems, baugh has de-
veloped numerous tools and novel solutions 
to equipment design, leading to more than 
100 u.s. patents covering areas including gas 
compressor systems, drilling chokes, subsea 
wellhead systems, tubing hangers, subsea 
flowline systems, gate valves, hydraulic 
control systems, riser buoyancy systems, 
consumer products and much more. in 1979 
baugh founded the company radoil inc., 
which specializes in the design and man-
ufacturing of oilfield and subsea products, 
and served as president of the company 
until 2012. currently baugh is a distin-

cynthia oliver coleman (bsche ’71), P.e., is 
a retired exxonMobil chemical engineer and 
a passionate engineering volunteer leader. 
since graduating magna cum laude in 1971 
and becoming one of the first women (and 
the first black woman) to receive a chemical 
engineering degree from the uH cullen 
college of engineering, she has been on a 
lifelong mission to help others, especially 
women and minorities, to pursue engi-
neering. she currently serves on the uH 
Petroleum engineering industrial advisory 
board, the cullen college’s campaign 
committee for the uH $1 billion campaign 
and the uH alumni association founda-

guished adjunct professor of mechanical en-
gineering at both the university of Houston 
cullen college and oklahoma christian 
university. He has written numerous tech-
nical papers on subsea applications that 
have been presented at conferences all 
over the world and has received numer-
ous industry honors, including being named a 
fellow of the american society of Mechanical 
engineers and a fellow of the Marine 
technology society (Mts).

baugh received his bachelor’s degree in 
mechanical engineering from the uH cullen 
college in 1967, followed by master’s and 
doctoral degrees in mechanical engineering 
from kennedy-Western university in 1989. 
He currently serves as chair of the Mts 
deepwater field development technology 
and is a member of the academy of Medi-
cine, engineering and science of texas. 

tion board. she is a dedicated advocate and 
donor for uH Women in engineering, a pro-
gram that cultivates a community of support 
among female engineering students, faculty 
and alumnae. she also serves as counselor for 
the uH society of Women engineers, provid-
ing annual scholarships to its members and 
donations for special initiatives. she is a past 
president of the uH engineering alumni asso-
ciation (uH eaa) as well as founder and chair 
emeritus of uH eaa engineers Week, which 
generated a 10-year total of $330,000 in 
scholarships for uH engineering students and 
student organizations under her leadership.

coleman’s life is filled with “firsts” – in 1967, 
when she enrolled as a freshman at the 
cullen college, coleman was both the only 
woman and the only black woman in the 
chemical and biomolecular engineering de-
partment at that time. even though she had 
doubts about engineering, she persevered to 
obtain her degree, becoming the first in her 
family to graduate college. coleman began 
her career as the first woman engineer in 
the large east texas division of exxon (then 
Humble oil). during her 33-year exxonMobil 

career she was featured in various publica-
tions and held positions in gas engineering, 
reservoir engineering, engineering applica-
tions, engineering recruiting and engineering 
information systems before her retirement 
in 2004.

coleman has received the uH eaa roger 
eichhorn leadership service award and 
the uHaa outstanding Volunteer award. 
coleman’s involvement in the uH Women 
in engineering program inspired an award 
named after her. she served as the distin-
guished speaker for the fall 2017 uH cullen 
college convocation ceremony, was featured 
in various uH magazines and is one of 238 
women engineers in the country featured in 
“true stories of Women engineers,” a book 
used in educational outreach. she is a senior 
life member of the society of Women engi-
neers (sWe) and recently received the Wom-
an of excellence award from sWe’s Houston 
chapter. she is also a life member of the 
national society of black engineers and the 
alpha kappa alpha sorority, inc. coleman is 
married to uH alumnus leonard, and they 
are proud parents of uH alumna kelly. 

by audrey Grayson

Thank you 
to cullen college alumna and exxonMobil retiree 
cynthia oliver coleman (bsche ’71), P.e., for her 
generous support of the college’s programs! cynthia 
has donated to the Women in engineering program, 
engineers Week events and many other activities at 
the cullen college throughout her 33-year career at 

exxonMobil and retirement. 

utilizing exxonMobil’s Match Program, cynthia’s 
donations to the college were matched by

exxonMobil
a big #coogengineer thanK you 
to Cynthia and all of the ExxonMobil 

employees and retirees who have 
supported the Cullen College! 

Go cooGs!

Distinguished 
engIneerIng 
AlUMnI AwArd

Lifetime
AcHIeveMent 
AwArd

Top Right: 2018 EAA Gala Honorees 
(L-R) Carlos A. Chiquillo, Cynthia Oliver 
Coleman, Benton F. Baugh, Dean C. 
Rietz, Matteo Marongiu-Porcu
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dean c. rietz (MsPete ’92, MHM ’94), 
P.e., president and member of the board of 
directors at ryder scott company, has over 
30 years of diverse experience in evaluat-
ing oil and gas properties, including more 
than 25 years applying numerical modeling 
approaches to these evaluations.

at ryder scott, rietz was instrumental in 
creating a stand-alone reservoir modeling 
group, enabling the company to expand and 
offer services beyond reserves evaluations 
in a more deliberate way. as part of the 
reservoir studies conducted while at ryder 
scott, complex models were constructed and 
history matched, including highly volatile 

Entrepreneur/
Innovation 
AwArd

carlos a. chiquillo (bsMe ’04, Mba ’10) 
was born in 1982 in bogotá, colombia. He 
moved to the u.s. in 1999 and graduated 
from James e. taylor High school in katy, tex-
as. after high school he attended the univer-
sity of Houston, where he pursued mechani-
cal engineering and a minor in mathematics. 
after graduation he was hired as an engineer 
at baker Hughes, followed by positions at 
Wood Group and universal Pegasus. in 2009 
he completed his Mba, focusing on energy 
economics, and was named director of inter-
national business development in universal 
Pegasus shortly thereafter.

in 2010 chiquillo co-founded innovatech 
strategic solutions llc in Houston, which 
provides portable, ecological infrastructure 
to industry. today innovatech strategic solu-
tions has a manufacturing plant in bogotá, 
colombia and offices in ecuador, colombia 
and the u.s. With over 50 direct employees 
and 50 more subcontractors, innovatech has 

successfully carried out projects in the u.s., 
colombia, Venezuela, Paraguay, ecuador, 
Peru, bolivia and Mexico. 

chiquillo has been married for 12 years to 
his wife, carolina, and has a 4-year-old son 
named santiago. chiquillo and his family 
are very active within the community and 
are members of st. Peter’s united Methodist 
church. 

Distinguished
yoUng 
engIneerIng 
AlUMnI AwArd

Matteo Marongiu-Porcu (MsPete ’07), 
Ph.d., is an internationally acknowledged 
technology leader and innovator, with a 
track record of success developing and 
implementing cutting-edge technologies to 
optimize production from conventional and 
unconventional oilfield assets. He started his 
career in oil and gas in 2002, when he joined 
the italian national oil company, eni e&P, 
after obtaining a five-year degree in chemical 
engineering from the Polytechnic university 
of Milan (“Politecnico di Milano”) in italy.

and near critical fluids, thermal models and 
unconventional shale wells. He managed and 
grew this innovative group from the ground 
up for 15 years, after which he was promoted 
to executive vice president and then, in 2015, 
president.

Prior to joining ryder scott, rietz worked 
at chevron and Golden/Gruy constructing 
simulation models to evaluate and forecast 
primary, secondary and enhanced oil recov-
ery projects. 

rietz has not only excelled in his career, but 
he has also given back by teaching in various 
facets in the industry. in 1999, as manager 
of the simulation group at ryder scott, rietz 
spearheaded development of a two-day 
school on the practical aspects of reservoir 
simulation. this school is now being conduct-
ed by rietz and a colleague on behalf of the 
society of Petroleum engineers continuing 
education/professional development. around 
the same time, the university of Houston ex-
pressed an interest to have rietz spread his 
reservoir simulation knowledge in the form 
of a graduate-level course. He developed and 

has been teaching “applied reservoir simu-
lation” to master’s students in the petroleum 
engineering department at uH for more than 
15 years.

in addition to his role as an adjunct professor 
at the cullen college, rietz was also one of 
the founding members of the uH Petroleum 
engineering industrial advisory board (iab). 
as a member of the board, he was directly 
involved with establishing the petroleum 
engineering department (including under-
graduate, master’s and doctoral programs). 
since then, the undergraduate program has 
received its abet accreditation and grew to 
be one of the larger programs in the country. 
rietz was recently nominated to serve as the 
chair of the Petroleum engineering iab.

rietz received his bachelor’s degree in pe-
troleum engineering from the university of 
oklahoma in 1984, followed by his master’s 
degree in petroleum engineering from the 
university of Houston in 1992 and a master’s 
in hospitality management from the uH 
Hilton college in 1994. 

in 2006 he made the decision to pursue 
higher levels of education, consequently 
moving to the u.s. where he obtained his 
master’s in petroleum engineering from the 
uH cullen college, followed by his Ph.d. in 
petroleum engineering from texas a&M 
university.

in 2011 Marongiu-Porcu became an associate 
partner of economides consultants, owned 
and managed by his professor, mentor and 
friend, the late Michael J. economides. in 
2014 he joined schlumberger in Houston, 
where today he is a senior completions con-
sultant and leads execution and deployment 
of consulting services, which focus on the in-
tegration of multiple technical domains such 
as geophysics, petrophysics, geology, geome-
chanics, completion engineering, production 
engineering and reservoir engineering.

for the past four years Marongiu-Porcu has 
served as adjunct professor in the uH cullen 
college’s petroleum engineering department, 
where he constantly applies logical and 
unbiased reasoning, fosters critical thinking, 
develops a variety of problem-solving strat-
egies and teaches students how to translate 
back and forth between formal mathemati-
cal models and the very pragmatic modern 
oilfield applications. 

Distinguished 
engIneerIng 
AlUMnI AwArd

Dean Rietz and Cynthia 
Oliver Coleman at the 
2018 EAA Gala

Thank you! We look forward to seeing you at next year’s Eaa awards gala!

  view more eAA gala photos online at www.flickr.com/photos/cullencollege/albums
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Houston civil engineer d. Wayne Klotz 
(Msce ’76) has added another feather in 
his cap. the university of Houston alumnus 
recently became the fourth recipient of an 
outstanding Practitioner in Water resources 
engineering award from the american acad-
emy of Water resources engineers (aaWre), 
a subsidiary of the american society of civil 

engineers (asce).

the award, established in 2014, recognizes 
engineers who hold a diplomate, Water 
resources engineer (d.Wre) certification 
– an honor klotz achieved in 2007 – for a 
significant contribution to the engineering 
practice based on either a single outstanding 

achievement or a body of work related to the 
practice of environmental or water resources 
engineering.

“the engineering profession is a license to 
change the world. We build an improved 
quality of life using scientific knowledge and 
natural resources to construct civilization,” 
klotz wrote in his linkedin profile. “Where 
else can you so significantly impact the lives 
of tens of thousands of people you will never 
meet?”

klotz – who is now president of klotz strat-
egies, a consulting service that helps other 
engineering firms, businesses and public 
entities achieve their goals – has made more 
than a lifetime’s worth of achievements and 
contributions in his 45-year career.

after earning a bachelor’s degree in civil en-
gineering from texas a&M university in 1974 
and a master’s degree in civil engineering 
from the uH cullen college of engineering 
in 1976, he founded the klotz associates 
civil engineering firm in 1985. it became 
rPs in 2017.

“the most satisfying part of my career has 
been the knowledge that the projects we 
designed and built improved the quality of 
life for our community,” klotz shared.

His career success led him to establish the 
klotz associates endowed scholarship in civil 
engineering at both texas a&M and uH.

klotz’s other contributions to uH include be-
ing named a uH distinguished engineering 
alumni and serving as a member of the uH 
civil and environmental engineering acade-
my and the engineering leadership board.

in 2011, Houston’s then-mayor annise d. 
Parker appointed klotz to the coastal Water 
authority’s board of directors, where he 
continues to serves as board president today. 
He was co-chair for public works on Parker’s 
transition team and went on to chair Mayor 
sylvester turner’s transition committee as 
well.

He also co-founded the transportation 
advocacy Group Houston region (taG), the 
largest transportation, education and policy 

uH engineering alumnus Wins Prestigious 

national engineering award 
by rashda Khan

Klotz views engineering as ‘license to change the world’

sUPPort & giving

the legacy of kindness, hard work and 
generosity left behind by uH engineering 
alumnus William a. brookshire† (bsche ’57) 
continues to live on at the cullen college, 
where hundreds of undergraduate students 
receive significant support for their edu-
cation through scholarships endowed by 
brookshire.

the 2017-2018 recipients of the brookshire 
scholarships gathered for a luncheon 
in brookshire’s honor at the uH Hilton 
in March, where the students took turns 
sharing how the scholarship has helped 
them personally and professionally.

undergraduate students at the cullen 
college have rigorous course schedules and 
many work full-time jobs to pay for their 
education. the brookshire scholarships 
allow these students to focus on their edu-
cation, internships, research, professional 
development and extracurricular activities 
by reducing their financial burdens.

brookshire, a chemical engineering alum-
nus, had a very similar college experience. 
He was the first in his family to earn a high 
school diploma.

“i had to work a full-time job during the day 
while attending night classes to finish my 
bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering 
at the university of Houston,” brookshire 
said.

acknowledging the unique challenges faced 
by students who work while earning their 
engineering degrees, brookshire founded 
two scholarships to help pay the way for 
students who work full-time and part-time 
jobs to pay for school.

the William a. brookshire scholarship is for 
students taking a full course load (12 hours) 
and working at least 20 hours a week. the 
William a. brookshire iMPact scholarship is 
for students who are working, taking a full 
course load and paying for college on their 
own with no outside financial support.

† Brookshire, co-founder and chairman of the 
board of S&B Engineers and Constructors, died 
on April 21, 2017. 

Brookshire’s legacy oF generosity 
lives on at luncheon for scholarship recipients

by inez hutchinson

group in the Houston area.

on the national level, klotz was a member of 
the u.s. department of Homeland security’s 
community resilience task force.

klotz served as both an officer and as nation-
al president of asce. He has also served on 
the Harris county flood control task force, 
the c club, and the uH and a&M civil engi-
neering industrial advisory boards.

in 2010, klotz led asce to co-found the insti-
tute for sustainable infrastructure (isi) and 
served as chair of the institute in 2013. since 
then he’s been a board member and helped 
shepherd the institute’s education of civil 
engineers in sustainable design, certification 
of thousands nationwide and recognition 
of the first Gold award for sustainable 
infrastructure.

about 350 projects are estimated to be using 
isi’s envision guidelines for sustainable 
infrastructure, and nearly 5,000 engineering 
professionals have earned their envision sus-
tainability Professional (enV sP) designation.

other accolades earned by klotz include: 
asce’s 2005 edmund friedman Professional 
recognition award, the 2011 texas engineer 
of the Year award and the 2011 Houston en-
gineer of the Year award. a&M named him a 
distinguished graduate in 2004, and asce’s 
texas section and its Houston branch have 
recognized his contributions with several 
awards. the ricardo Palma university in 
lima, Peru awarded him an honorary profes-
sorship in 2008. the american Water Works 
association honored him with lifetime mem-
bership for his dedication to the association 
and the water profession.

klotz offered some advice to students aiming 
for an engineering career. “first, be a person 
of integrity. second, do not sacrifice your 
family for your career. think big thoughts 
and enjoy the journey,” he said.

He married karen Wilson in 1974 and they 
have four children and grandchildren. klotz 
and his wife are active in ministries at 
tallowood baptist church. 

think big thoughts 
and enjoy the 

journey.

- d. WaYnE Klotz
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handsome Is, as handsome Does… 
that’s what my grandmother used to tell me. nowhere is that as apt 
as it is in engineering design. so much good technology is outshone 
by inferior flashy design.  

take the red baron’s famed red triplane – so dramatic to the eye.

World War i German pilot Manfred von richthofen (also known as the 
“red baron”) shot down 80 allied airplanes. He made 50 of those 
kills in another airplane – a drab, nearly-forgotten biplane fighter, the 
albatros. He flew both models d.iii and d.V.  

then, late in the war, his unit was given the new fokker dr.1 triplane. 
He used it for five weeks, made just 17 kills with it, then he himself 
was shot down and died in that celebrated airplane.  

Go to a movie about the red baron, and what do you see? never an 
albatros – only that striking (but awkward) red machine with its three 
wings. 

Here are two photos, both taken at the old rhinebeck aerodrome 
in upstate new York, a combination museum and airfield where an 
amazing collection of early 20th century aeroplanes is on display. 
the collection includes an original albatros. that’s possible, since 
the Germans built nearly 1,700 albatros fighters during the war. the 

lens
liEnhard’s

by John lienhard

old rhinebeck aerodrome also has a fokker triplane, but it’s only a 
replica. Just 300 were made, and not one original has survived.  

it turns out that fokker’s triplane had structural problems: it was 
slow, couldn’t reach high altitudes, had poor visibility and was very 
tricky to fly. that latter problem was a virtue for an extremely gifted 
pilot because it was highly maneuverable in a dog fight. However, 
the triplane soon had to be discontinued and replaced with the far 
superior fokker d.Vii biplane.  

We engineers might draw one of two conclusions from this. the more 
cynical one is that we should think about appearance before quality. 
but, while fokker’s triplane survives in legend and song, it did not 

survive in practice. Perhaps we should think instead of Henry ford 
building 15 million durable Model ts – then turning around and telling 
the public that they could order it in any color they wished… as long 
as it was black.  

in the end, Handsome really is, as Handsome does. 

vieW More Photos at
enginespics.smugmug.com 

albatros d.v FoKKer dr.1 triPlane
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Promes celeBrates its 40th 
annUal BanqUet
the Program for Mastery in engineering studies 
(ProMes) held its 40th annual banquet on thurs-
day, april 12, celebrating the students, faculty, staff, 
alumni and donors of the cullen college’s most 
enduring academic success program.

sponsors for this year’s ProMes banquet include 
the chevron corp., shell Global, fluor corp., Praxair, 
uH division of research, occidental Petroleum, 
Phillips 66, Marathon oil corp., conoco Phillips, 
chevron Phillips chemical co. llP, exxonMobil, 
bechtel and bP.

toP comPanies recrUit 
Uh engineers at Fall 
career Fair
over 100 companies came to the univer-
sity of Houston campus to recruit hun-
dreds of engineering students for intern-
ship, fellowship and full-time positions at 
the engineering career fair in september. 
More than 1,800 uH engineering stu-
dents attended the fair, many of whom 
conducted or scheduled interviews 
with company recruiters. this year’s fair 
attracted sponsorships and recruiters 
from lyondellbasell, shell, schlumberger, 
exxonMobil, P&G, daikin, ineos, sulzer, 
oxy, Phillips 66, Heb, enterprise Products 
and many more top companies.
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Uh engineering crawFish Boil 
kicks oFF the 50th otc
uH engineering kicked off the offshore technology 
conference at the 29th annual uH offshore industry 
crawfish boil held on sunday, april 29.

alumni, faculty, students and industry leaders gathered 
to network and mingle as they enjoyed crawfish, barbe-
cue and live music.

sponsors of this year’s uH offshore crawfish boil in-
clude: logistics international, inc., oil states industries, 
american society of Mechanical engineers, Mac dermid 
offshore solutions ltd., Pennwell corp., stream-flo, 
spooltech llc, Gate energy, c-automation inc., future 
drilling equipment inc., Hager Machine & tool, and 
cameron-a schlumberger co.

cUllen college hosts 
annUal golF toUrnament
the 29th annual cullen college of engineering Golf 
tournament teed off at the blackhorse Golf club on 
Monday, april 9 in cypress, texas.

this year’s tournament attracted over 80 golfers 
from across the Houston region, including alumni, 
donors, current faculty and students, industry rep-
resentatives and other friends of the college.
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Uh cUllen college 
celeBrates city oF 
hoUston “Promes day”
on april 25, Program for Mastery in engineer-
ing studies (ProMes) students and alumni 
gathered at the uH cullen college of engineer-
ing to celebrate “ProMes day,” which was 
recognized by the city of Houston in 1985.

ProMes director Jerrod Henderson shared 
some brief comments on the program’s history, 
longevity and successes. the framed proclama-
tion from the city of Houston was on display 
for the event attendees while they enjoyed 
refreshments and networking.

to learn more about events at the cullen college, 
visit www.egr.uh.edu/events or follow us on social media!

 uhEngineering      @uhengineering      university of houston Cullen College of Engineering

 view more photos online at 
www.flickr.com/photos/cullencollege/albums

football season is here again. this time, i grow more curious about rifling. We’ve all watched 
that long-lens shot on tV: a football comes toward both us and the downfield receiver. it spins 
like a top, even in slow motion. steady as a rock, it moves toward us at about 50 mph. so, 
exactly what do quarterbacks gain by rifling their passes like that?

for one thing, they temporarily minimize drag on the football by making it go end-first 
– by presenting the least cross-section to the air. long narrow projectiles will naturally 
tumble as they fly through air. tumbling increases drag and ruins accuracy.

that’s no problem for a knife-thrower. His dense knife travels a short distance. He inten-
tionally makes it tumble end-over-end an exact number of times. He’s learned to make the 
knife rotate, say, twice before it reaches the target point first.

When we study the physics of rotation, we find something surprising about footballs and 
knives. if a rotating body is disturbed while it’s in motion, it’ll find a way to 
rotate about the axis that gives the greatest moment of inertia. the 
knife starts out that way. the football does not, but it’ll eventually 
get there too. its most natural rotation would also be tumbling.

if a football could fly far enough, it would flip over and tumble, 
and it sometimes does. When a quarterback gives the ball a 
strong spin, its motion is held gyroscopically for a while. With 
luck and skill, it stays so until it reaches a receiver.

if you’ve ever used a bow and arrow, you may’ve noticed the arrow 
wobbling slightly after its rotating feathers brush your fingers. but 
its strong rotation soon stabilizes the wobble so the arrow can fly 
true. same story for a bullet: it sometimes wobbles as its stern 
clears the barrel, then it straightens out.

the person throwing a football lays fingers on the strings 
and pulls on them during the throw. if the ball gets a 
quarter turn in a 4-foot swing, it then keeps rotating at 
around 300 rpm. 

compare that with a target-rifle bullet: one turn per foot 
is typical for gun barrel rifling. so, a bullet leaving at 3,000 
feet per second rotates a lot faster than a football – maybe 
180,000 rpm. (bullets have been known to tear apart under huge cen-
trifugal forces before they hit anything. that’s rare, but it happens.)

bullets travel a lot further than footballs, and they have a longer, narrower, more 
unstable shape. now and then, after traveling, say, 600 yards, bullets also occa-
sionally flip and rotate end-over-end. and they go far wide of the mark.

so, if i find myself watching football on tV this season, i’ll look a lot more 
closely at the passing game – at that lovely arcing ball. i’ll look for so many 
forgotten details of its remarkable complex journey – all the way from 
scrimmage into the distant end zone.

i’m John lienhard at the university of Houston, where we’re interested in 
the way inventive minds work.

engines oF oUr ingenUity - episode no. 2273

The Engines of Our Ingenuity is a 
nationally recognized radio program 
authored and voiced by John Lienhard, 
professor emeritus of mechanical 
engineering and history at the 
University of Houston and a member of 
the National Academy of Engineering. 
The program first aired in 1988, and 
since then more than 2,800 episodes 
have been broadcast. For more 
information about the program, visit 
www.uh.edu/engines. 

John Lienhard
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uH cullen college of engineering
office of communications
engineering building 2
4722 calhoun road, suite e311
Houston, texas 77204-4009

get the credentials 
to get ahead

get the credentials 
to get ahead

uH engineering now offering 
graduate-level certificates

Global Climate, Energy and Environment • Power & Energy Systems • Subsea 
Engineering • High Performance Computing • And More 

  |  WWW.eGr.uh.edu/certiFicate-ProGraMs  


